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PREFACE
The Synoptic Gospels are the work of three dif-
ferent evangelists. They wrote that they might make
Jesus-converts , At this point the similarity ends.
Each of these men wrote from a different location;
their public was different; their personalities were
different; the churches which they represented, or of
which they were representative, were different, and had
emphasized different stories and teachings of Jesus,
Much has been written in recent years concerning
the stylistic and psychological differences between these
three men. Traditional characters have been revived and
revamped by modern Biblical criticism until we feel we
know something of the fervor of John Mark, of the Jewish
author of Matthew, and of Dr. Luke, the friend of Paul,
There is another aspect, however, which I feel had
great influence with regard to the content of the Syn-
optic gospels. These three men were the products of the
church of their day. Moreover, they were the products
of the church of their particular section in the Roman
Empire. The earliest probable dating of the first gos-
pel now in existence is 65 A.D. (1) During these years,
(30-65) the church expanded most rapidly, and much
thinking was done concerning Jesus. By the time these
(1) Moffatt, Introduction to the Literature of the
New Testament, p, 213
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men began to write there was a church, or, more probably,
many churches. These churches had done some thinking
and a church* s thinking rapidly becomes doctrine. In
order to convert others, these evangelists had to incor-
porate the doctrines of their own groups within the
evangels which they were writing.
The churches evidently had some beliefs in common.
Perhaps the m.ost certain was the resurrection of Jesus.
This was the foundation of early Christian faith.
The Synoptlsts were compilers. It is commonly
accepted that Mark was used by the other two writers,
and that they also had another source in common, which
has, by common consent, been known as "Q", It is just
as probable that the church of the time of the writing
of these sources had great influence as to the contents
of the documents. Oral tradition had expanded as the
years went by, and each evangelist had his own particular
store of this tradition upon which he could call. Many
other sources, written and oral, have been hypothesized
by New Testament Scholars, and all with a fair degree
of probability. It is my thesis that all these sources
are the direct product of the New Testament church, and
that the STmoptic gospels, the compilations of these
traditions and documents, show the influence of different
lines of thought within the New Testament Church.
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Chapter I
A DTj:FINITION OF THE NEW TESTAMENT CHTOCH
SOITRCES OP THE HISTORY There is but one source of the
OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
CHTTRCH early history of the believing
cormnunity after Jesus’ death. That is the book of Acts.
In it we have one of the earliest documents of the
Christian faith. These are the "we" documents. The
most plausible theory is that these documents were ex-
tracts from a diary, written by the author of the book
and drawn upon in his compilation of the book of Acts.(l)
Since this book is addressed to the same individual as
the Gospel of Luke, we assume that the author was the
physician Luke, the friend of Paul and the Greek com-
piler and evangelist.
EVALHATION Luke, from sources unknown, tells the
OF THE SOTTiCES
story of the early Christian church.
In evaluating his history, we must take into consider-
ation his purpose in writing, and those factors which
may have influenced him in using certain items to the
exclusion of others. "(1) He holds that the Christian
mission was promoted and supervised by the mother-church
in Jerusalem, and adapts the history to this view.
(2) He refuses to admit that there was any conflict
(1) ibid. P.2P4
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among the early Apostles, although it is evident from the
Epistles that Paul had to struggle all his life against
a bitter opposition. (3) At the time he wrote^the
church had come under the suspicion of the Roman govern-
m.ent; the age of persecution had begun. It is, there-
fore, one of his prime objects to show that in earlier
days the mission had been regarded as politically harm-
less, Again and again complaints had been lodged against
it, but these, when duly examined by Roman magistrates,
had always been set aside. It can hardly be doubted
that Luke has sometimes slurred over the facts or has
even perverted them under the influence of his apologetic
motive. Here, too, we have the best explanation of one
of the problems of the book - its abrupt close just at
the point when Paul is about to stand his trial before
the supreme court of Rome (4) Luke is possessed of
a strong dramatic instinct and a remarkable gift for
vivid and interesting narrative. It is these qualities
which make his work so fascinating but they sometimes
impair its historical value. He is led away by the
temptation to tell an effective story, even when he can-
not do so without departing from strict facts," (1)
There is one other group of sources which are of
inestimable worth in reconstructing the history and
(1) Scott, First Age of Christianity, pp, 111, 112
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life of the New Testament church and these are the
letters of Paul, written to the different churches with
which he had contact. A comparison of the history of
Acts with the writings of the missionary Paul, wherever
possible, greatly aids in our reconstruction of a much
more plausible church or group of churches.
BEFORE We shall assume from the outset that Jesus
PENTECOST
had no desire nor intention of founding a
church of any description. He was fundamentally a King-
dom. preacher who conceived of himself as the Messiah of
Israel. The kind of Messiahship which he adopted was a
reform Messiahship rather than a revolutionary one. At
his death he left, so far as we know, no instructions
concerning a church which should be founded. His dis-
ciples were completely at a loss concerning their future
activities. Their return to their former vocations was
made impossible by their belief in his resurrection.
Some of them may have gone back to Galillee, returning
later to Jerusalem. Besides a resurrection appearance
of Jesus to them (1), and their choice of Matthias to
fill their ranks (2), wo have no idea what they did
between the crucifixion and the day of Pentecost. This
period might be characterized as one of fervent inactivity.
Perhaps they met regularly to partake of the Lord’s
(1) Acts 1:4
(2) Acts 1:26
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4Supper, their memorial feast of Jesus. (1) During this
period, as throughout the life of Jesus, Peter seems
to have been the unofficial leader.
THE DAY OF At Pentecost (2), much activity took place,
PENTECOST
although it was hardly a conscious founding
of a church on the part of anyone present. As a result
of the "gift of tongues", the coming of the Holy Spirit
and the Sermon of Peter, msiny were inspired to join the
faith. Many of these new converts, returning to their
homes, took with them their new faith, still a sect of
Judaism, and perhaps started small groups in their own
towns. In those busy days every convert was a self-
appointed propagandist.
CHRISTIANS As a sect of Jews, these followers of
IN JERUSALEM
Jesus were devoted to the Law. They
remained in the vicinity of Jerusalem, which meant that
they were in close contact with the habitation of God,
the Temple. Certainly when Jesus returned he would
chose the Holy City as his center. (3) These men and
women also observed two rites which distinguished them
from other Jewish sects. They followed the practice of
Baptism, perhaps from John the Baptist, and their own
particular ceremony, that of the Lord*s Supper. They
were known, probably, as brethren or believers.
(1) Acts 1:14; 2:1
(2) Acts 2:1-47
(3) Acts 1:12; 3:20

NON-JEWISH The condition which gave propulsion to
CHRISTIANS
the severing of the followers of Jesus from
the other sects of Judaism was the interest of the non-
Jewish people in their beliefs. This was particularly
true of the Hellenists, Stephen was the outstanding
advocate to these people. We do not mesin to say that
this had become an issue yet; however, it did stir up
enough trouble to result in rather bitter persecutions.
The conflict beginning at this time not only caused the
final break between Christianity and Judaism but caused
untold trouble in the early Church, This trouble preci-
pitated the persecutions of the Christians by the Jews
which resulted in the death of Stephen, at which it is
quite possible that Saul of Tarsus assisted. Although
these troubles were undoubtedly the results of mob vio-
lence and were illegal from the point of view of the
Roman government, they portray the fact that the Christ-
ians were threatening the tenets of Judaism by their
admission within their circle of uncircumsized Greeks
and by other violations of the Law,
THE CHRISTIAN The followers of Stephen were driven
DISPERSION
out of Jerusalem. Peter and his followers
remained. Some of those who left settled in Alexandria
and Rome, undoubtedly at home in these cities. Others
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fled to Dam»?scus and Antioch of Syria, the nearest large
cities to Jerusalem,
Any definition of the early church must take into
consideration these cities, as well as Jerusalem, for
in them we soon find centers of Christian believers.
It was in Antioch that the followers of Jesus were first
called Christians. They were distinguished from other
Jewish sects as those followiner the Messiah, or "christos"
..
Fence our name comes from a mission church, rather than
from the mother church.
TH^ ^ARLY In our discussion of the influences of
CHTTRCH
this church uoon the written, historical lives
of Jesus, the influence of these different churches may
be far different from what we would exoect from Jerusa-
lem,
It is difficult to find any ecclesiastical organ-
ization amonf?: the churches at this time, Peter was
undoubtedly the leader of the Church at Jerusalem.
With him, tradition puts James, the brother of Jesus. (1)
Peter is later reported to have nione to Rome. (2)
Jerusalem was the mother church, bi^t did not exercise
very much authority over the other churches. The first
name we have connected with the church at Rome is that
of Paul, Paul and Barnabus both were Influential in
(1) Streeter, The Primitive Church , p.29 ff,
(2) Clement of Rome, I Cor. c.v.; anocrynhal Acts of
Peter and Paul; Irenaeus, Adv, Haer , Ill.i, etc.
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the church at Antioch, (1) We know very little about
the one at Damascus, (2) At Ephesus, however, we find
the name of John very closely woven into the tradition
of the city. (3)
(1) Acts 11:25,26
(2) Acts 9:19-26; Gal. 1:17; II Cor. 11:32, 33
(3) Irenaeus letter to Florinus, ouoted by Eusebius,
Eccles. Hlstoria, v.20 also H.E.iii.20.9

Chapter II.
THE INFLUENCE OF THE ENVIRON^fENT
ON THE NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH
IMPORTANCE OP All of these churches were small
THE ENVIRONMENT
groups scattered throughout the Roman
Empire. They had very little opportunity to exchange
advices. Each church group was very much a unit in
itself and cut off from the other churches. They were
still very widely considered, both by themselves and
by others, to be a sect of the Jewish religion. Within
the Roman Empire, the Christians had many privileges
and consequently some duties to perform. They were in
the midst of a culture which v/as Greek. Such an environ-
ment must be carefully considered in order to understand
this first age of our church, for during this time the
evalgelists were borrov/lng from others as well as pro-
pagating their own faith. Only with this realization
can we in any measure understand some of the reported
acts and teachings of Jesus.
The Synoptic Gospels were written as evangels
rather than as histories or biographies and an evangel
is intelligible only in the light of the environment
from which it sprang. An example of the need for a
.II
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knowledge of the environment is the presence of legends
and traditions in the gospels which have been borrowed
from other religions, "Most of the legendary motifs
that appear in the Gospels come from the characteristic
habits of thought of the ancient world. The same stories
in different garb are told of the great men of other
ancient peoples. Such fiction as appears in the Gospels
is not the conscious and deliberate creation of the
Gospel writers. Behind some of it may be a remote or
more imm.ediate basis of fact in the life of Jesus, but
in ft all, whether pure fiction or submerged fact with
legendary accretions, we have to do with the folk-psy-
chology of the ancient world of which Jesus and the
Gospel writers were a part. The fiction that does appear
is not the work of a moment. It grew up involuntarily
as the religious significance of Jesus grew and, in
turn, the Gospel story grew up after him." (1)
THE NEW TESTAMENT As we have said, the New Testament
CHTOCH AND THE
JEWISH INPLTTENCE Church was long considered a sect of
Judaism, the religion from which it sprang. Not only was
Jesus a fruit of the tree of Judaism, but we find the
disciples, the founders of the tradition, Paul, its
propagandist, and the Gospel writers, with the exception
of Luke, the immortalizers of it, were all Jews. They
(1) Bundy, Recovery of Jesus, p,85
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inherited the entire history and religion of that exclu-
sive Sind pious race. It is impossible to over -emphasize
the influence of the Jewish religion upon Christianity,
paricularly the Christianity of the New Testament
Church.
LEGALISM Perhaps the most striking feature of
Judaism at the time of Jesus and the New Testament
Church was its legalistic tendency. Within the system
/
of the Roman Empire they were allowed practically an
Independent national life. The Jews, always combining
the religious with the practical, turned to the law of
Moses for their guidance. This they found to be appli-
cable to every conceivable area of life. It was, however,
built upon a much more primitive scheme of life than
that in which the Jews were then living. Consequently,
it became necessary to bring the law up to date and
apply it to the complexities of life within the Roman
Empire, This need evidently gave birth to the Scribes,
who interpreted the Law. These interpretations became
unwritten traditions, and this tradition, accepted by
the majority, carried as much authority as the original
law. Much later this tradition was incorporated into
the Talmud. At the time of the early church, however,
it was still oral tradition, and it was on this point
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that the two great Jewish parties separated.
THE PHARISEES The pharisees, accepting the oral
tradition, were the strict legalists, "Their name
apnears to mean ’the Separated’ and the members of the
party always held aloof from the ’people of the land’,
the ordinary men and women who could not scrupulously
conform to all the legal requirements," (1) They were
the undisputed leaders in religious and legal matters,
Stevens says that "the legal tendency is illustrated in
the emphasis which was laid upon ritualistic and ceremo-
nial observances, in the rigor with which the require-
ments of the Mosaic law were enforced and in the impor-
tance which was attached to obedience to them in order
to salvation. The legalistic spirit gave rise to the
development of an oral law, full of minute requirements.
Of these regulations, the scribes were the recognized
expounders. In their zeal for complete obedience to the
law they had so elaborated, by argument and inference,
its supposed requirements that the burden of compliance
was, indeed, ’grievous to be born’," (2)
THE SADDUCEES The Sadducees, on the other hand, did
not accept the oral tradition of the law. They were
the Jewish secular aristocracy. From their party was
supplied the High Priest, a large part of the Sanhedrin,
(1) Scott, op. cit., p.27
(2) Stevens, Teachings of Jesus, p,2

and whatever positions of importance were open in the
Greek world of culture or the Roman world of politics,
CHARACTER HERITAGE There is, however, a much stronger
OF JITDAISM
influence which Judaism bequeathed to
the early church than that which is represented by these
two parties. That is the influence of the character and
heritage of Judaism. Judaism did much to set the stage
as well as furnish the characters for the first act of
our great drama of Christianity. Mathew Arnold has
given us a lovely tribute to Israel and all she stood
for. "And as long as the world lasts all who want to
m*ake progress in righteousness will come to Israel for
insoiration, as to the people who have the sense of
righteousness most glowing and strongest, and in hearing
and reading the words Israel has uttered for us, carers
for conduct will find a glow and a force they could find
nowhere else."(l)
Angus lists the services which Israel did for the
ancient world and her contributions to the preparation
for Christianity under three headings, s 3magogues,
schools and successful propaganda.' (2) Throughout the
world, wherever one might find a colony of Jews, there
would he also find a synagogue. Here these religious
people met with their leaders for spiritual help and
(1) This passage is quoted by Angus, The Environment
of Earlv Christianity
(2) ibid';"p7I5’a ff,
"
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e'^ucation. They were places of worship - they were
also schools. This school system, attendant upon the
worship of the people, gave every early Christian a
place in which to begin. The synagogues attracted the
attention of other racial groups than the Jews, Judaism
had many converts. Had it not been for this custom,
already begun by the Jews, the propagation of Christ-
ianity would have been mnch more difficult. However,
the propaganda of the Jewish faith was successful, (1)
CONTRIBTTION Finally, let us realize that the Jews
were, for all of that, a solitary people with but one
real contribution. Their ability in politics had been
disproven many tim.es, yet they pathetically dreamed of
an Utopian existence, even in this late period. Their
solution was entirely borrowed from the peoples with
whom they lived. However, their ethics and their
religion were their own. Whether they were in Africa
or Italy, Egypt or Spain, they worshiped their one God
and left all other speculation to the realm of the
mysterious. Politically and culturally
,
they were a
dominated people; spiritually, they were unconquerable.
Thus the sharp contrast of the Sculptor’s plan
Showed the two primal paths our race has trod;-
Hellas, the nurse of man complete as man,
Judea, pregnant with the living God, (2)
(1) Cf, Rail, New Testament History
, pp. 20-26, for^^more
intensive treatment, Moore, Judaism, and Schurer,
History of the Jewish People
(2) S,H, Butcher, quoted by Angus, op,cit.
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THE NEW TESTABTENT Within the environment of the
CHURCH AND
GREEK CULTURE early church there was another in-
fluence which had much to do with the formation and
doctrines of the early Christian church and which had
its consequent influence upon the Gospels. This influence
was that of the cultime of the Roman Empire, The Romans
were as lacking in cultural genius as they were in relig-
ious genius. Consequently, the culture of Greece was
recognized throughout the Roman Empire. The art, liter-
ature and philosophy of the Empire were all supplied from
Greece and had their influence in the shaping of Christ-
ianity. The Greek spirit may best be characterized as
"a passion for the beautiful", and its genius is "striking
originality", (1) The Greek spirit was fundamentally
humanistic and rationalistic. It accepted man as the
highest being and his pleasure as the highest good.
These Greeks were the educators of the Roman Empire,
They were practical as v/ell as artistic; pedagogical as
well as thoughtful,
GREEK PHILOSOPHY Greek thought at this time had
nearly approached the place of despair. Their great
problem was the source of knowledge. As Angus says,
"philosophy had raised problems which only religious
experience could solve; Greek thought recognizes that
(1) Angus, op, cit., pp, 165, 167

there is a world beyond knowledge and reason. Knowledge
mnst give place to Revelation; the heart requires sat-
isfaction as well as the head, Greek thought had not
labored in vain; it had victoriously finished its course.
Its failure was its success by assuring men that there
must be a principle of harmony, a synthesis of life,
which has to be sought in a spiritual experience, Neo-
Platonism was the last determined effort of Greek thought
to overcome dualism by making a leap toward unity. It
demanded the religious solution," (1)
GREEK MORALITY Greek morality was quite different from
that of Israel and was very much opposed to early Christ-
ianity, The Greek standard of ethics was moderation.
The Jew believed in abstinence. For the Greek, either
extreme was immoral. Although the ’sons of Zion’ and
the ’sons of Greece’ (2) were in constant conflict over
their standards of m.orality, both systems were ethical
from the point of view of their followers.
THE NEW TESTAMENT We have another strong influence
CHURCH AND THE
ROMAN WORLD * in the building of the New Testament
Church, That is the influence of the Empire under which
the early church was founded and thrived. If Rome had
(
one great gift, it was a genius for organization and
government: "to rule the nations by her power, to
(1) ibid,, p,193
(2) Booth, Lectures on the History of Religious Educa-
tion, Boston University, 1930,31
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establish an order of peace, to spare the vanquished and
beat down the proud," (1) Rome was a wise ruler. The
freedom she allowed her vanquished and her development
throughout her empire, as well as her system of self-
government, made it possible for Judaism and Hellenism
to live and Christianity to be founded,
"The more immediate m.ission of the Empire was to
consolidate and civilize, to call out of social chaos,
and restore peace and security in society, Rome had a
genius for order and organization," (2) The ’paix Romana’
was very influential in the expansion of the new church.
Besides this peace and orderliness, the world was welded
together under her rule, and made it possible to spread
the new faith with comparative ease,
MYSTERY RELIGIONS The influence of the mystery relig-
ions on Christianity may be classified as another con-
tnibution of Rome. They were comparatively new in the
Roman Empire and were the strongest competitors that
Christianity had during the first century. They claimed
to be the fi-'lfillment of Greek philosophy, for they
offered salvation to men in the form of union with the
gods, "There were many tTrpes of mystery-religions in
the Roman Empire, each with its exponents and devotees.
From Egypt came the mysteries of Isis; from Persia and
(1) Virgil, Aeneid
,
vi
,
851
(2) Angus, op, cit,, p.203
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India the Mithra cults. From Asia Minor came the Cybele-
Attia mysteries. In Greece the Eleusinian mysteries,
which were associated with the worship of Demeter, and
the more riotous Orphic cults had flourished. Each of
these had its representative in Rome and in many of the
larger cities in the empire. Each had attracted to its
shrines Romans, Greeks and Orientals, for each had
ceased to he a national religion or local cult." (1)
These m.ystery religions were founded upon a story
or "mystery" of some god. It included his life, death
and his subsequent coming to life again; was marked by
ceremonies and rites and was often a gross barbaric orgy,
instituted at the initiation of a member to the fellow-
ship of the mystery or the secret story of the god.
Finally, they all insured a salvation by means of a
union of the individual with the god. This salvation
was based upon certain rites and magic and the entire
fabric of the religion was built upon a myth.
It is unfair to believe that these religions did
not have much poptilarity. As Kent says, "they were not
only tolerated by the emperors but receive the endorse-
ment of popi^lar Romans, Cicero declares (in De Leg., 3: 14):
^In the mysteries we perceive the principles of real
life and learn not only to live happily but we die with
(1) Kent, Work and Teachings of the Apostles, p. 18
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a fairer hope.* By virtue of their democracy and their
appeal to universal human needs the mystery-religions
proved Christianity * s strongest competitor in the first
century.*’ (1) Thus in the mystery religions, we see
not only a competitor of Christianity, but an influence
in the environment through which it progressed, which
was undoubtedly strong enough to leave its mark on the
New Testament Church and on the Synoptic Gospels. (2)
FREEDOM OP Rome, wise ruler of the world, realized
RELIGION
that religions were very close to people.
Her policy of free'iom of religion alilowed Israel to
preserve her individuality and Christianity to be
propagandized.
EMPEROR Her policy of Emoer or-worship was not
WORSHIP
fundam*ental to her government and its stress
was largely the result of the relative conceits of the
individiial Caesars. It was a patriotic and national
event and was intended to supplement the polytheism of
the other religions. Monotheistic Israel and Christ-
ianity naturally resented it, but were evidently the
only religious groups which it in any way affected.
With all its harm to Christianity, Scott is right when
he says, *’Caesar-worshlp was only a sorry makeshift.
(1) ibid., p.l9
(2) Rail, op. cit., pp.18,19
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and of this all thinking men are well aware, Bnt it
pointed forward to the universal religion which was
finally to offer Itself in Christianity,” (1)
(1) Scott, op, cit,, p,44

Chapter III
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BELIEFS AND DOCTRINES
OF THE NEV/ TESTAMENT CHItRCH
TEACHINGS OF JESITS Because of the weight of the
CONCERNING THE
IMPENDING KINGDOM stupendous events at the close of
the life of Jesus, one thing was emphasized in the minds
of the disciples after his death. The events during the
last week of his life, ending in his ignominious death,
migtit well have meant the end of all hope for them.
Jesus, however, had been a Kingdom preacher and builder
all his life. Perhaps as an escape, or because of his
emphasis, the coming of the Kingdom became the major
doctrine in the thinking and preaching of the disciples.
This Kingdom was to be brought in by the return of the
Master
.
The foundations of this belief must be found some-
where in the teachings of Jesus. Obviously it was the
emphatic subject of his preaching. The great collection
of his teachings which Matthew compiles in the "Sermon
on the Mount" (1) can be moulded together only with the
Kingdom as the theme. This compilation, perhaps taken
from the "Logia", gives us what we believe is the truest
(1) Mt. 5-7
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pictijre of the impressions which Jesus left upon the
minds of his followers by his teachings. What the King-
dom was to him, it is impossible to say, although we may
well believe that he thought of the Kingdom as an enspir-
ited Judaism which would bring God’s will to earth. The
disciples, however, could not apnreciate this rather
slow and arduous process at the outset. Their Kingdom,
the Kingdom to be brought in by their Messiah, must be
a more striking and catachlismic event than that.
Much has been written recently concerning the
eschatology of Jesus. Albert Schweitzer is probably the
leader of the school which makes Jesus primarily an
eschatologist
. (1) That Jesus was an eschatologist
,
there seems little doubt. His eschatology was, however,
based entirely upon a system of moral conduct and ethical
values which were, in turn, determined by his conception
of God, That the disciples, in the first years of the
New Testament Church missed this point is no excuse for
us. Jesus was primarily an ethical religionist. His
system of eschatology, which is unknown, is based upon
and is merely a by-product of that religion.
There seems to be little doubt that Jesus’ Kingdom
was a Kingdom based upon the Fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man, to be brought about by the ethical
(1) Schweitzer, The Quest of the Historical Jesus
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livinp; of mankind. This emphasis was lost in the early
thinkinc^ and the early return of Jesus was awaited, that
the Kingdom might come quickly.
LOYALTY OP THE During the life of Jesus, the
DISCIPLES TO THE
PERSONALITY OP discioles had been intensely loyal to
JESUS
him as an individual. They had allied
themselves to him and followed him in his ministry.
Now, however, assured that he was the Messiah and that
he had risen from the dead, their loyalty was transfered
to an exalted Christ or Heavenly Messiah. This change
gradually took place between the Resurrection and the
conversion of Paul. Somehow, the disciples retained
their authority because they had known him in the flesh
and were now loyal to that same individual but in another
form. The only account in the New Testament of Jesus’
life is to be fc’nd in the Gospels, Everywhere else,
in the Pauline documents, written years before the Gospels,
Jesus is no longer an earthly being who taught but a
Snirltual Being who is coming again, and for whom men
should preoare, (1)
This group was still considered as a sect within
Judaism. Scott says they were distinguished in two
respects from other Jewish groups,
"its members were nossessed with a consuming enthu-
(1) Acts 2:24-32; 3:15; 4:10; 5:30; 10:40; cf. 13:22-37.
also Weitzacher. Apostolic Age, I,pp.l-33, McGiffert;
Apostolic Age, pp. 36-54; Kent, op. cit., pp.32,33;
Rail, op. cit., pp. 148, 149.
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siasm. They were convinced that the new age, of which
Jesus had spoken, was on the point of dawning. He had
die'i to bring in the Kingdom and presently would return
to complete his work. Those who believed in him would
Inherit the new age and their mood was one of strained
expectancy. They were ’those who waited for the coming
of the Lord!’ The watchword by which they recognized
one another was ’Marantha’ 'The Lord is coming,' (I Cor.
16:22). This mood expresses itself in the belief that
a supernatural nower, the Spirit, was at work in the
Church. The presence of such a power seemed to be clear-
ly attested by the wonderful capacities with which even
the humblest believers were now endowed. They 'spoke
with tongues' - in a strange ecstatic utterance which
seemed to be more than mortal language. They showed
courage and self-denial, a spiritual insight and ardor
of faith which they had not known before. All this could
mean nothing else than that Jesus, now exalted, had sent
that divine spirit, o^hlch the prophets had spoken, to
guide and strengthen his people. This enthusiasm went
hand in hand with a practical obedience to the precepts
of Jesus. Believing that he was Messiah, his disciples
accented his teachings as the true way of life." (1)
(1) Scott, op. cit., pp. 181, 182
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THE SPLIT BETWEEN Even thoup:h the Christians were
JTNDAISM AND
CHRISTIANITY still a sect within the Jewish commim-
ity, they had already done much to incur the disfavor of
the Jews. Certainly Jesus had never been particularly
popular among the authorities whom he insisted upon
attacking. Aftepliis death it was rather difficult for
the disciples to harmonize his Messiahship with his ig-
nominious death. It has even been suggested that this
problem was the foundation of the first Christian doctrine;
that God had proven to men that Jesus was Messiah by
raising him from the dead after men had so cruelly mis-
understood him.
"The cross and the belief in the resurrection are
the historical foundation stones of the earliest Christ-
ian faith. They constitute the two poles, negative and
positive, of primitive Christian piety and the two to-
gether present a fundam.ental paradox which was the seat
of the very vitality of the new-born faith: He is dead
but is alive again and we are witnesses. Upon this body
of conviction the early Christian faith arose and without
it the story of Jesus would not have survived beyond a
generation. The Easter experiences of the firstddisclples
threw an entirely new light on the whole of Jesus' life
and work. They were the great illumination points that
=
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rendered clear all that had been obscure and enigmatic ."{ 1)
It is difficult to say dogmatically what first set
the Jewish authorities against the Jesus sect. The Jews
were accustomed to having sects within their number and
usually gave these different groups rather wide hearing.
Case suggests that "the preaching activity of the first
Christians was probably the initial cause of Jewish
opposition, yet the new movement as a whole may at first
have seemed quite harmless In general, preaching of
Jesus’ messiahship, with the consequent Implications
for conduct and doctrine, was the chief occasion of Jewish
hostility." (2) It is not likely that the early Christ-
ians began by blaming the Jews with the death of Jesus.
This would have been very unwise and would have brought
on hostility at once which would have swallowed the
movement uo. However, as time went by the self-conscious-
ness of the Christians became more evident and their
own sufficiency more cle*5rly felt.
JET/VISH There were evidently two schools of opin-
CFRISTIAtvtitY
ion concerning the value of retaining Jewish
identity in the New Testament Church. One group was
represented by James, the brother of Jesus, who was at
the head of the Church in Jerusalem. This church, through-
out this era, stood for the ’status quo’ of things and
(1) Bundy, op. cit., pp. 98,99
(2) Case, The Evolution of Early Christianity , pp. 139,140
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continually opposed the other group, represented by
Paul, who was the leader of the missionary churches. (1)
TEACHING OF PAl^ Although Paul was not primarily a
AND GENTILE
CHRISTIANITY doctrinaire, his religious beliefs had
and have always had great influence over the doctrines
of the Christian Church. It does not seem probable that
Paul had ever had anything to do with Jesus while he was
still living. Whether or not he had ever seen him in
the flesh is hardly the point. Our interest lies in the
fact that Paul was converted, with the result that he
was largelv responsible for the rapid expansion of the
church. (2) This experience of Paul, or appearance of
Jesus, may have been, as Pfleiderer suggests, (3) the
result of a long psychological process. Whatever happened
to Paul on the Damascus road, it had great significance
for the New Testament Church.
This quite easily explains the difference between
Paul’s ideas concerning Jesus and those of Jesus, or of
the CThurch at Jerusalem. Paul had two outstanding names
for Jesus: Christ and Lord. For him, Christ was almost
a part of Jesus’ name and Lord was his title. This is
a significant step in the growth of the Church’s thought
about Jesus. Jesus had assiimed, for Paul, a position
whereby God could be t^e ached only through the same means
(1) Cf. p.6 and note
(2) Acts 9,22,26
(3) Pfleiderer, The Influence of the Apostle Paul on
the Development of Christianity
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as those Jesus used
JERUSALEM COtTTCIL The first evidence which we
AND ITS IMPORTANCE
have of the difference in the
beliefs of the two groups of Christians is found in the
accounts of the Jerusalem Council. This is dated about
49 and is reported in Acts 15:1-24 and Gal. 2:1-10. Of
the two accounts, we may take Paul’s as the more authentic,
althoueih his rendition is, undoubtedly, colored by the
heat of the controversy in the Churches in Galatia. The
two factions at the council are headed, on the one hand
by James, the brother of Jesus, and on the other by
Pai-'l, The former represents the attitude of the Church
at Jerusalem and here, as we would expect, we find the
strictest Jewish attitude. That attitude has not yet
come to the point of realization that Christianity is
more than a sect of Judaism. In this particular contro-
versy, which hinges on the question "What is the essential
to salvation?" its thesis is that it is necessary first
to become a Jew before one may be a follower of Jesus,
That is, legalism and ritualism becomie co-essentials
with belief in Jesus,
Paul, the ’campaigner’ now battling for Gentile
freedom, holds that there is but one thing necessary
in order to be saved : faith in Jesus, Circumcision,
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the observation of feast and fast days, temple ritual
and the like may be helpful, but are not essential.
Paul realizes, in measure at least, that Christianity is
a new and distinct faith, with a new doctrine and is
now distinct from Judaism.
Although Paul, undoubtedly, wins the controversy at
Jerusalem, for he tells the Gentiles that "they imparted
nothing to me," (1) the Question is far from settled.
He took Titus with him to this council as an uncircum-
cised Christian convert. It is significant that Titus
was one of Paul’s most dependable helpers in later cam-
paigns. The Jewish oarty, although defeated at this
council, continued to oppose Paul. It is evident that
Peter did not realize the significance of the decision,
for Paul has trouble with him a short time later in
Antiech. (2) Prom this time we find that our doctrines
among the different churches are different. Paul is
instilling into the churches which he has founded and
where he exerts an influence the belief that Christianity
is a separate faith, a means of attaining God through
Jesus which takes the place of all old methods. We find
the Judaizers, still very strong, holding that the laws
and ceremonies of Judaism are an essential part of the
new faith and that one can be saved only after he has
(1) Gal. 2:6
(2) Gal. 2:11-21
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satisfied all the requirements of the Jewish ceremonial
law. (1)
Prom this point of departure, Paul leaves his mother
chi-irch and his Jerusalem colleagues far behind. Although
we have said that Paul was not a doctrinaire, such a
belief as he is now expounding must have some theological
foundation. His one essential for salvation, faith in
Jesus, has been known by the term. Justification by
Faith. For Paul, God was a God of Grace. For the less
advanced Jewish Christians, He was still a God of Law.
PAUL'S DEBT TO In another respect, Paul left
OTHER RELIGIONS
Judaism and borrowed from the religions
among which he was working. His mysticism seems to be
from another influence than the Jewish, where God was
removed so far that angels were necessary in order for
Him to communicate with men. Paul, however, conceives
of a spiritual union with God which is made possible
only through the spirit of Christ within him. "it is no
longer that I live, but Christ liveth in me." (2)
The contribution of Paul to the beliefs and doc-
trines of the New Testament Church was great. "O’jr
debt to him is incalculable. He was the first tp attempt
a reasoned account of the gospel and all theology since
has been built on the foundation which he laid. Although
(1) For a discussion of the object and signi(0icance of
the Jerusalem Council cf, Lowstuter, Paul, Cam-
paigner for Christ
, pq, 79 ff.
(2) Gal. 2:20
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bis teaching: as a whole has never been attempted, he
threw oi.-’t a multitude of ideas, many of which are still
as living and fruitful as ever. With a matchless in-
sight he pierced to the essential meaning of the Christ-
ian message. While the earlier disciples were still
concerned with adjusting the gospel to the paramount
claims of the Law, Paul perceived clearly that Jesus had
given a new religion, based on new principles - faith,
liberty, and moral renewal, loyalty to Christ in whom
God had revealed Himself and reliance on the divine power
which had entered the world through him. Paul’s great-
ness consists in the certainty with which he apprehends
these central truths of the gospel.” (1)
This was Paul’s gospel, for which he was so willing
to spend his life’s energy and to give his life, if
need be. How well he perpetuated the teaching of Jesus
that ’’Blessed are they that have been persecuted for
righteousness sake: for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.
Blessed are ye when men shall reproach you, and persecute
you, and shall say all manner of evil against you
falsely, for my sake. Rejoice, and be exceeding glad;
for so persecuted they the prophets that were before
you." (2)
(1) Scott, op. cit., p.206
(2) Mt. g: 10-12
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THE PAULINE The pastoral epistles, representing
SCHOOL
the next development in the doctrines of
the New Testament Church, are very much concerned with
the morals of the believers. The effects of the Greek
religion is showing its influence now with the beginnings
of the threat of Gnosticism. This peril, which later
developer^ into a strong, immoral, heretical threat on
the ethical and religious tenets of Christianity, now
impels the author to advise ”a return to ’sound doctrine'^."
(1) It is a plea for a strong organization with a
defined doctrine and shows how the consciousness of the
believers has grown from the time when they were a sect
of Judaism. Now they are a distinct, new religion that
must battle for its own life against the perils of
paganism.
This development seems to be from some section
quite apart from the influence of Jerusalem, The need
of morality was not a problem to the Jewish Church,
nearly so much as to those churches that were existing
among and making converts of the Greeks and pagans. It
was polytheistic religion, with its lack of Jewish and
Christian morality, which threatened the tenets of
the Church.
(1) Scott, op. cit., p.209
I Tim. 1:10; II Tim. 1:13; 4:3; Tit. 1:9; 2:1.
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THE lAJPLTHilHCE From Alexandria we get another
OP ALEXANDRIA
development in the beliefs of the early
church, Alexandria might b§ termed the cultural center
of the Roman Empire. To it migrated the leading phil-
osophers and writers of the Empire. Here we find Judaism
expounded by Philo who took the idea of the Logos from a
Stoic conception, adopted from Platonic dualism, and
personified it as an intermediate agent between the
transcendent God and the world, (1)
THE MESSIAH AND Christian thinking soon realized
THE LOGOS
that it must compete in the philosophic
world. Besides this, "the church had been striving for
a conception of Christ which should answer more fully
to the value he possessed for growing Christian experi-
ence." (2) They had first conceived of him as Messiah,
but the Messiah was at most one of the higher bodies of
Eingels who acted as messengers between God and men. (3)
Paul called Jesus "Lord", but it is difficult to ascer-
tain just what position Jesus assumed in the theological
scheme of things, outside his mystic relation to the
elect body of believers. The Alexandrian influence
identifies Jesus with the Logos and thus intellectualizes
his position for the philosophers at the time of the
New Testament Church. This makes Jesus the personifica-
(1) Scott, John
, p.62, also Willoughby, Pagan Regerneration
(2) Scott, First Age of Christianity, p,212
(3) Scott, Beginnings or tne (jhurcn, p,84 ff.
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tion of Reason and makes him pre-existent over the world.
This influence was far reaching at the end of the cent-
ury for the author of the Gospel of John incorporates it
into his preface. (1) This was also a favorite theme
of the Christian Apologetic.
Thus we can see that the beliefs of the New Test-
ament Church have rapidly become doctrines. These doc-
trines are not particularly widespread and are. inclined
to be localized. The idea, advanced by many New Test-
ament critics, that these beliefs and doctrines have so
perverted the con«reptions of Jesus that a recovery of
his spirit is next to imoossible is hardly true. Cer-
tainly the doctrines mark an advance over his ideas.
The situation within the church made this necessary.
Jesus was, however, the center of all these doctrines
and his teachings were considered important enough to
be written when it became evident that the Parousia was
not coming quite so soon as was first expected. Our
records were written even after the leaders of the Church
had died and give us what we believe is a comparatively
accurate picture of Jesus as he lived and preached in
Galilee and Judea. The wonder is not that these concep-
tions grew un; but that they kept the spirit and charac-
ter of Jesus at the heart of all their beliefs and doctrines
(1) John, 1:1-5
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Chapter IV
THE INFLUENCE OF THE NSW TESTAMENT CHURCH
ON THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS
ORIGIN OF The years 60-70 mark a significant
THE GOSPELS
development in the early life of the church.
During this time we believe that its three leaders suf-
fered matyrdom. Paul, during the earlier part of this-
decade, was evidently put to death at the hands of the
Roman government. Peter, according to ancient tradition,
suffered matyrdom about the same time, during the per-
secution under Nero. Also James, the brother of Jesus,
in suite of his strict adherence to the Jewish law, was
nut to death in the same pe-^iod, (1)
The first edition of Mark, our first gospel, was
written during the later part of this decade. (2) For
about thirty-five years the church has developed and now
that the presence of those who knew Jesus is being lost,
the tradition must be passed on in another way. This
is the first source we have of the life of Jesus. Our
earliest clue concerning it is from Papias, the Bishop
of Hierapolis in Phyrgia and was written during the
period, 140-160. He says ’’Mark, who was Peter’s inter-
(1) Rail, op, cit,, p,283
(2) Zahn and J, Weiss date it at 66; Wendt, Weiss, Har-
nack and Peake between 65-70, Cf, Moffatt, op. cit.,
p. 213.
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preter, wrote down accurately, though not in order, all
that he recollected of what Christ had said or done.
For he was not a hearer of the Lord, nor a follower of
his; he follwgd Peter, as I have said, at a later date,
and Peter adapted his instructions to practical needs,
without any attempt to give the Lord’s words systemati-
cally, So that Mark was not wrong in writing dovm some
things in this way from memory, for his one concern was
neither to omit nor to falsify anything he had heard, "(1)
This tradition we shall take as authentic, inasmuch
as it definitely connects the gospel in some way with
Peter. It seems to us that it was probably written after
the death of Peter, with whom the writer probably went
to Rome and after the fall of Jerusalem in 70, This
would account for the "little anocalypse" and its
revision after the destruction of the Temple. Moreover,
it was evidently written for non-Jewish readers. This
conclusion is drawn from the fact that the author explains
practices and nhrases which would be self-evident to a
Jewish public. The time was certainly ripe for such a
writing after the death of the apostles and the Neronic
persecutions. We shall go on the hynothesis that Mark
was written from Rome about the year 70, (2)
Besides the Gospel of Mark, the other two Synoptists
(1) Quoted by Moffatt, on. cit., p. 186,187
(2) Cf. ibid,, p,236; Streeter, Four Gospels
,
p, 485,486,
Also II Tim, 4:11; I Peter 5:13; Col. 4:10.
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had at least one other source in common. This has, by
common consent, been called "q" and is evidently made
up largely of discourse material. Because of this fact
and the fact that the first canonical gospel bears the
name of Matthew, the Q source has been identified with
the Log! a, refered to by Papias, where he is reported to
have said, "So then Matthew composed the Logia in the
Hebrew language and everyone interpreted it as he was
able. (1)
These tv/o sources, Mark and Q, were used by the gos-
pelists Matthew and Luke. They also had sources which were
special to each one. Some of these may have been minor
literary sources. The major portion, however, is pro-
bably oral tradition common to the oarticular city or
section from which the synoptists wrote. This is the
two document hypothesis which is subscribed to by most
New Testament scholars today.
There is little doubt that both the earlier edition
of Mark and the Logia were influenced by the New Testa-
ment Church. This however, is not the field of this
discussion. Such conjecture would have too many guesses
and too little fact to have any practical value. We
shall, then, in the light of our knowledge of the life
and doctrines of the New Testament Church, search for
(1) Cf. note 1, p,35
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evidence that the Synoptic records were influenced by
the Christian communities out of which they came,
THE LIFE OF JESUS At the very outset of the stories
THE GENEALOGIES of the life of Jesus, we find what
seems to be a very evident result of the influence of
the New Testament Church. The Jewish element in the
church must have demanded that their Messiah, according
to tradition, (1) be of Davidic descent. Therefore the
author of Matthew composed an artificial genealogy,
hoping to show that Jesus was of Davidic descent. (2)
Moreover, the author introduces into his account the
names of four women, Tamar, (3) Rahab, (4) Ruth, (5)
and the wife of Friah, (6) evidently to show the
critics of Mary that women of Davidic line, even when of
auestionable repute, might serve an honoured role in
the history of the people. The author has also run the
genealogy back through Jos-eph, although he immediately
says that Jesus is the son of the Virgin Mary, In this
way he makes the Davidic descent go to Joseph but have
no effect upon Jesus, This section, however, is written
with an absolute disregard for the m.iraculous birth of
(1) Cf. Mt, 12:23; 15:22; Mk. 10:47 ff; Enoch 105:2; 4 Ezra
7:28,29; 13:32,37,52; 14:9; Sirach 45:25; 47:11;
Ps, pf Sol. 17:5,23; Amos 9:11; Micah 5:2; Isa. 9:7;
11:1-9; Jer. 23:5,6; Ezek. 34:23,24; Jer. 33:17,
(2) Mt, 1:1-17
(3) Ruth 4:12; I Chron. 2:4
(4) Josh, 6:23
(5) Ruth 4:13ff. Cf. Deut
. 23:3,4; Ezek. 9:1,2; Neh, 10:28
(6) II Sam, 12:25
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Jesus. It is very stilted and mathematical, allowing
fourteen generations between Abraham and David, fourteen
between David and Babylon and fourteen between Babylon
and Jesus, (l)
Thus, the genealogy, according to Matthew, shows
some influence of the New Testament Church, as it tries
to answer the Jewish critics of its day. Its attempt is
not very convincing and we would lose nothing if this
particular section were omitted.
The genealogy according to Luke (2) has been univer-
salized. He traces it back through David and Abraham to
God, These genealogical tables are written from partic-
ular situations within the New Testament Church and have
no real bearing upon the life of Jesus.
THE BIRTH After this block of early Jewish tradition
OP JESTTS
fonnd in the genealogies, we find another story, perhaps
used first as an apologetic for the Gentiles. The story
of unnatural birth would always suggest the unrighteous
and the immoral to the Semitic mind. The Jew would want
his Messiah of natural parentage and of Davidic lineage., (3)
was
for this/essential to the Mosaie mind of the Jew, As
Christianity spread to the Gentiles, another demand
became eoually apparent. For the Gentile, the Savior of
the world must not be of mortal parentage. The most
(1) Mt. 1:17
(2) Lk. 3:23-38
(3) Cf, p.37 and note 1.
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cultured Greeks "believed that e:ods might beget children
by mortal mothers. Only through this means could they
understand the advent of divinity into the human.
This may have been the necessity which demanded
the creation of the virgin-birth stories about Jesus.
Luke, although he realizes the contrast between this
story and the genealogical table, makes no effort to
explain the birth by resort to prophecy, since he is
writing to Greeks who will not Question the story.
Matthew, on the other hand, is well aware that this
story is not particularly acceptable to prospective
Jewish converts. As a result, he attempts to prove that
such a birth was foretold by the prophets and was neces-
sary for Jesus. He resorts to the prophet Isaiah (1)
who is quoted as saying,
"Behold, the virgin shall be with child,
and shall bring forth a son.
And they shall call his name Immanuel;
which is, being interpreted, God with us."
Matthew, here, as in many other cases places the
proof of a statement in a text of scripture which is
out of context. In this particular case, it is evident
that Isaiah did not refer to a messiah, nor are we at all
sure that "virgin" was the meaning he wished connoted by
(1) Isa. 7:14; Mt. 1:23
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the word "halmah”, which may be trsinslated either
married or unmarried woman. (1) It is certain that the
emphasis of the Isaiah passage was not the virgin-mother
but the immediacy of the event.
This tends to show that the story had met with some
opposition among the Jewish factions within the Church.
We can find nowhere within the scriptures where there
was any demand or tradition which said that the Jewish
Messiah should be virgin-born.
It is noteworthy that this story was not an essential
of the early church. We judge this from the fact that
we cannot find any reference to it at any other place
in the New Testament. In all of Paul’s propagandizing
among the Gentiles, there is no record of any reference
to an unnatural birth of Jesus. This fact makes it
essential that the emnhasis be shifted from the view
that Jesus was great because he was virgin-born to the
fact that Jesus was reported virgin-born because he v/as
so great. (2) Notwithstanding the knowledge that these
stories were more or less current at the time of the
gospelists, they served as apologies to the Greek and
not as a means of salvation. Men were saved by Jesus
without resort to these stories.
Around the stories of the birth of Jesus, there
(1) Cf. Lowstuter, Lectures ofi Synoptic Gospels: Life
of Jesus, Boston TTniversity, 1P32-33
(2) Rail, op. cit., p. 33

are woven many traditions, which are recorded by Matthew
and Luke. These traditions and folk-lore serve to
beautify the stories but they do not lend any conviction
to the reality of them. They merely attempt to show
that Jesus was known as the Divine Savior from his birth.
’/IThat conviction they carried for the early church it is
impossible to say, but at least, they are the loveliest
of our Christian tradition. Prof. Bundy’s treatment of
these stories is appreciative as well as scholarly. He
shows how they are "the fruit of early Christian piety
at some of its best moments and in them there is depos-
ited some very solid substance from the living body of
the early Christian faith," He characterizes them as
"fiction, early Christian folk-lore," yet sees that "in
their own way they say that divine interest in the world
and men is not just an idle promise, not just a beautiftil
and meaningless thought ... (but a) positive love and
devotion that expresses itself in a gift." (1) Thus,
our stories of the virgin birth, and our narratives of
the nativity are living tributes to the beauty of the
faith of the New Testament Church. Their Jesus was a
beautiful character, around which such expressions were
woven. These stories may be entirely the contribution
of the faith of the early church, of its poets and
(1) Bundy, op. clt., p.88 ff
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worshipers. Their genesis is in the character of ffesus,
their poetic expression in the souls of the believers
within the New Testament Church.
CIRCTTMCISION Directly following the stories of Jesus’
AND DEDICATION
birth which we have recognized as the largest
body of pure fiction to be found in the Synoptic Gospels,
we come upon the story of Jesus’ circumcision and dedica-
tion at Jerusalem. (1) The probability of historical
fact as the basis of this story is great. The evangel-
ist, Luke, however, feels that here is another good
opportunity for bringing in the official Savior, Again
he introduces the fact that Jesus was named because of
specific instructions of an angel of God, (2) Moreover,
he recounts the fact that an aged priest recognized in
the boy of eight days, the ’Lord’s Christ’, (3) Anna,
the prophetess is also introduced to proclaim the boy as
the deliverer of Israel, (4)
AT THE Another story of the bov Jesus is reported
TEMPLE
when, at the age of twelve, he goes with his
parents to Jerusalem, (5) In tM s story the boy is seen
astonishing the learned doctors in the Temple with his
wide knowledge and his wonderful store of Questions
,
This latter incident can well be interpreted as the
curiosity of a normal boy, Interested in religious
1) Lk. 2:21-39
(2) Lk. 2:21
(3) Lk, 2:26
(4) Lk. 2:36-38
(5) Lk. 2:41-50
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matters and taking the trouble to ask questions. Such
an interpretation bears much more value for present day
application,
JOHN THE With the close of Jesus* boyhood, its
BAPTIST
meagerness of historic fact and its store of
fiction inspired by the faith of the New Testament Church,
the gospel of Mark begins with a statement of the work
of John the Baptist. (1) In the story of John and the
place he receives in the gospels, we find what may be
another influence of the church. It is probable that
the disciples of John were stronger than our New Test-
ament histories allow, (2) The church, with the idea of
a formal Jesus, wished to convert the followers of John
by making hia merely the fore-runner of Jesus, This
may have been the purpose of the gospelists when they
quote the passage from Isaiah (3) to show that John
was merely preparing for Jesus, It is more probable,
however, that John was an extreme ascetic who preached
the Kingdom of God and who gathered about him a rather
strong following. Certain it is that the people looked
upon John much more favorably than the gospels lead us
to believe. (4) John*s method of receiving one into
the company who believed in the Kingdom and who wanted
to prepare for it was Baptism,
Mk, lil-ft- Mt. Lk, 3»l-2n
(2) An indication of this may be found in Mt, 11: 2-30;
Lk, 7: 18-35; and in Acts 18:25 and 19:3 ff,
(3) Isa, 40:3; Mt,3:3; Mk.l:3; Lk,3:4
^4) Cf. Mt. 21:23-27 and Mk. 6:30, 31 where Jesus withdrew
when he heard of the death of John,
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BAPTISM Jesus, from the hill country in Nazareth,
having spent much tim.e oondering over the dream of
Israel in the Kingdom of Heaven, and noting the contrast
between her dream and the reality of life, was interes-
ted enough to travel to the Jordon and hear the preach-
ing of John, Convinced, he decided to be baptised.
The New Testament Church has influenced the story
of the Baptism as it is told by the gospelists. It is
obvious that there could be but one source for such a
story and that is Jesus himself. When and on what occa-
sion he told his disciples of this event, we have no
way of telling. At least, it was a moment of great self-
revelation which Jesus made of a high experience in his
life. We may assume that the Church had added a false
connotation to this experience hnd had difficulty with
it. They construed John*s Baptism as a sin-baptism. This
was not its purnose, Jesus allowed John to baptise him
because he had decided to preach the same messag^hat
John was preaching, that the Kingdom of Heaven was at
hand and that men should prepare, (l) He had not decided
yet how he should go about it, but he had definitely
decided to take an active part in the bringing in of
that Kingdom.
John, from his discussions with Jesus, had realized
(1) Cf. Mt.3:l and 4:17
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the Master’s superiority. This is the most natural and
likely reason for his statement that Jesus was greater
than he.
In the revelation that Jesus received at the Bap-
tism, Matthew makes the voice of God a public announce-
ment for all men to hear, (1) This is a poor interpre-
tation on the part of the author. The event was more
likely a subjective experience on the part of Jesus,
regardless of the desires of later believers for some
declaration of this kind by God to all men.
Whether Jesus became conscious of his Messiahshlp
at this noint or later is not within the scope of this
discussion. We have already noted that the Synoptists
believed that this fore-ordained fact was not only known
to Jesus and his parents throughout his boyhood and
youth, but was forecast to Mary or Joseph previous to
his birth. Untrue as this may be, it was the belief of
the New Testament Church,
THE WILDERNESS After Jesus’ experience at the
EXPERIENCE
Jordan, he realizes that he must spend
his life working for the Kingdom and directly after this
he withdraws to the wilderness. There, according to
the Synoptists, (2) he is temnted by the Devil, Mark
recounts the story in two verses while it takes Matthew
(1) Mt. 3:17
(2) Mt. 4:1-11; Mk. 1:12,13; Lk, 4:1-13
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eleven and Lnke thirteen. We undoubtedly have a factual
foundation for this story, which also must have been
tola by Jesus as a personal experience. It is also
possible to get behind the apocalyptic framework of
Matthew and Luke to the actual experience of Jesus and
the possibilities which he discarded in beginning his
work as a Kingdom preacher.
The story of the wilderness experience may show
the direct influence of the Jewish portion of the New
Testament Church. A current apocalyptic teaching, during
this period, was that the Messiah should meet the Oevil,
the head of the forces of evil and should vanquish him. (1)
After the defeat of the Devil, the Messiah is ministered
unto by angels. (2) This may have been the manner in
which Jesus figuratively told of his experience when he
decided against following the prescribed and miraculous
routine of the Messiah in bringing in the Kingdom. It
is more probable that we may find the nucleus of Jesus'
account here, greatly colored with the apocalyptic,
demanded by that element in the Church v/hich was still
eagerly awaiting the Parousia.
BEGINNINGS OF THE Directly after the wilderness
PUBLIC ACTIVITY OF
JESUS experience, Jesus began his public
ministry. All thj?ee Synoptists agree concerning his
(1) Or.Slbyll. 3:652-660; Pss. of Sol. 17:23,26;
Apoc. Bar. 36-40,53-74; 4 Ezra 10:60-12:35
(2) Mt. 4:11
i
theme or the subject which he preached. It is the same
message that is reported from. John.
"Repent ye, for the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand."(l)
This certainly portrays the fact that the ideas of
John and Jesus were similar, even though their m.ethods
and temperaments were different.
Within this general statement of the work of Jesus,
Matthew takes one of his many occasions to resort to
prophecy to prove that Jesus was the Messiah. (2) He
does this with absolute disregard for the context of
the passage of scripture which he is quoting. The process
which he follows is proof-texting. It has been generally
believed that this was a peculiar characteristic of the
author of Matthew since it does not appear to any appre-
ciable extent in the other two gospels. This, however,
does not take into consideration the fact that Matthew
is the m.ost distinctly Jewish gospel. Not only would
such a procedure be a part of the training of a Jewish
scribe or student in the Temple or Synagogue, but it
would be expected by a Jewish reader. It was customary
in Jewish circles to quote from the prophets on a partic-
ular situation, as long as the words fitted, regardless
of the situation about which they were originally written,
Matthew* s training must have been of this type. His
(1) Mt. 4:17; Mk. 1:15; Lk. 4:15
(2) Mt. 4:15,16
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readers, the Jewish-Christians
,
would be convinced very
easily by this type of apoloe:etic. (1) In the present
day such quotations lend no conviction because the thesis
upon which Matthew wrote, "that it might be fulfilled
which was spoken by the prophet, saying," was merely the
interpretation of a Jewish writer for a Jewish audience
and had no basis of fact. This particular formula
appears many times within the gospel and may have been
used by the early Christian evangelists to prove the
Messiahship of Jesus.
PETER AND ANDREW Some time evidently nassed, which
JAMES AND JOHN
is not recorded in the gospels, before
Jesus calls about him the twelve with whom he will be
most intimate. The four who are recorded as having
been called by Jesus first are the four fishermen, Peter
and Andrew, James and John. (2) Matthew and Mark tell
the story as though Jesus passed by these men and called
them, without previously having known them at all, Luke
tells the story of a wonderful catch that these men make
at the insistance of Jesus, which convinces them, suppos-
edly, that he is an individual worth following. This
is followed by a clever statement on the part of Jesus,
where he speaks to these men on the basis of their
training; "from henceforth thou shalt catch men." (3)
(1) Lowstuter, Lectures on the S^moptic Gospels: Life
of Jesus, Boston Un-i versitv, 1932,33
(2) Mt. 4:18-22; Mk. 1:16-20; Lk. 5:1-11
(3) Lk. 5:11
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It is easy to see why Mark, writing with the purpose
of Showing that Jesus was, from the beginning, the
exalted Son of God would show that these men, who were
later to be his closest intimates, recognize his position
at once. It is more likely that Jesus had made himself
known to these men previously, that he had convinced
them that his Kingdom was worth building and that he
could use them as companions and helpers in its advance-
ment, It is interesting to speculate whither these men
could have been followers of John the Baptist. At least,
it seems plausible that they may have come under the
influence of his teaching. The omission of any mention
on this fact, if it is true, is easily accounted for by
the rivalry between the two sects after the deaths of the
two leaders. The writers of the gospels would hardly
grant any influence of John on the select company of the
leaders of the believers in Christ.
A VISIT After these four men join him, they
TO CAPERNAUM
go to Capernaum (1) and there Jesus is
invited to teach in the Synagogue, It seems probable
that he has already been recognized as a man of some
influence, for as he talks, it is reported that the
people were astonished at his teaching. The source of
his knowledge was the subject of discussion, in-as-much-as
(1) Mk. 1:21-28; Lk. 4:31;37
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it differed from that of the scribes. It was the autho-
rity of tradition placed against the authority of person-
al experience.
During his stay in the synagogue on the Sabbath,
a man was brought to him who was, according to the
nrevailing belief, the victim of a physical malady which
was due to the direct agency of evil spirits. This is
a part of the current belief that the forces of God were
represented by His angels and archangels while the for-
ces of Evil were upheld by Satan's angels and spirits.
This particular snirit had taken up his abode in this
man at Capernaum, and it would take a man of God to eall
out this spirit. Jesus is reported as doing this.
Mark's purpose in telling this story is not only
to show the power of Christ, bnt to show how the forces
of the Devil recognized in Jesus the Son of God, for
this possessed man cries out to Jesus, "l know thee,
who thou art, the Holy One of God." (1) Luke retells
the story in practically the same language as that used
by Mark. Certainly current beliefs concerning the power
of the Christ influenced the inclusion of this story,
if not the entire fabric of this story, woven about a
skeleton of a simple and yet wholesome thing that Jesus
did. Our explanation of the act would be that Jesus
(1) Mk. 1;24
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^ave the man faith enough to overcome his affMotions
which Jesus evidentlv recognized as mental. Jesus’
power to instil such faith certainly came from God,
THE ]V>IRACLES In dealing with the miracles of Jesus,
OP JESTTS
we are not involved with sin influence of
the New Testament Church -so much as we are with the
point of view of the first century. The realization of
this fact is not a new discovery of Biblical criticism.
As long ago as the time of St. Augustine we find that
he wrote, "We say that all miracles (or prodigies, por-
tenta) are contrary to nature; but they are not. For
how can that be contrary to nature which takes place by
the will of God, seeing that the will of the Great Cre-
ator is the true nature of everything created? So mir-
acle is not contrary to nature, but only to what we know
of natiire (contra auam est nota natura)," (1) The indivi-
dual at the time of Jesus would call an act a miracle if
it was unusual, for a miracle, to him, was a wonderful
manifestation of the newer of God. To capitalize on
this fact, it seems probable that the followers of Jesus
would rea lize that a miracle working Messiah would be
the most pooular kind of Messiah, It is true that with-
in the gosnels we find few miracles cited in comparison
with the sweeping general statements which are made
(1) St. Augustine, De Civitate Del
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As Sanday points out, there are clearly two types
of miracles to be found in the gospels. The first, by
far the most com.mon, ’’medical science would have no
difficulty in admitting a large number of miracles of
healing.” (2) The second type, however, is far more
difficult to explain. These are the miracles upon
nature. ”ln regard to these miracles, the world is
nrobably not much nearer to a reasoned account than it
was. It must always be remembered that the narratives
which have come dovm to us are the work of those who
expected Divine action would (as we say) run counter to
natural laws and not in harmony with them, and that the
more Divine it was, the more directly it would run coun-
ter to them. We may be sure that if the miracles of the
first century had been wrought before trained spectators
of the nineteenth, the version of them would be auite
different.” (3)
There are, according to Sanday, three critical
expedients for eliminating miracles. The first is the
imitation of similar stories in the Old Testament; the
second, the exaggeration of natural consequences; the
third, the translation of what was originally parable
into external fact. ’’The question tro what extent (these
(1) Of. Mt. 4:23; 14;14; 15:29b-31; Mk. 6:53-56, etc
(2) Sanday, Outlines of the Life of Christ
,
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causes really work) will depend upon the nature of the
evidence for miracles and the length of time interposed
between the evidence and events.” (1)
In the discussion of miracles purported to have
been performed by Jesus, we shall assume that when they
are performed upon individuals they are types of mental
healing which Jesus could accomplish, not through some
knowledge of Psychology or Psycho-analysis, nor through
a special dispensation from God to demonstrate his divi
nity, but through genuine love of his fellow men and a
firm belief in the goodness of God. It is impossible t
say whether or not Jesus c'^nsidered these acts miracles
It is obvious that his discinles did and that their
reports of his miracles, and the miracles which they
accomplished themselves, were used as proofs of their
favor with God,
In discussing the miracles which he performed upon
nature, we shall attempt to determine the reason for
their inclusion and their desired effect upon the tenta
tive converts,
PIARLY GALILEAN Jesus, nreaching in Galilee, (2)
MINISTRY
was first the recipient of rather wide-
snread popularity. This is readily understood', for his
message of Kingdom building would be one to which the
p-IOfi
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(2) Mk. 1:45; Lk. 5:15
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religious Hebrew would attend. They had not yet real-
ized its implications in ethical lining.
BEGINNINGS OF It was not long, however, before
OPPOSITION
opposition to his message developed. (1)
An example of this was in his teaching concerning the
Sabbath, (2) His disciples are criticized for working
on the Sabbath, after they are seen going through the
cornfields plucking "the ears of corn, and did eat, rub-
bing them in their hands." (3) This was breaking one of
the laws of the Sabbath. Jesus appealed to the prece-
dent of David, whom none would criticize, and showed
how he broke the laws governing the observation of the
Sabbath. Finally he concluded with the statement that
man is master of everything which is merely incidental.
This heretical remark, when it was directed against the
oral tradition of the scribes, was bound to antagonize.
Through incidents similar to this, Jesus’ popularity in
Gallllee began to meet the opposition of the religious
leaders of the peoole,
ti
Pfleiderer, a follower of the Tubingen School,
believes that this statement included by Mark, "and he
said unto them, the Sabbath was made for man, and not
man for the sabbath; so that the Son of m.an is lord
even of the sabbath" is not found in any complete parallel
(1) Mt. 9:2-17; 12:1-14; Mk. 2:1-3, 6; Lk. 5:17-6:11
(2) Mt. 12:1-8; Mk. 2:23--28; Lk. 6:1-5
(3) Lk. 6:1
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in the other* sospels hecanse the^ feel that it reflects
the free soirit of the piosnel of Paul in contrast to
the confines of the legalism of the Jewish-Christian
Church, He compares this statement with that of Paul
to the Corinthian Church, "the Lord is the Spirit, and
where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty." (1)
He believes that Mark, writing for the Roman Church has
come more closely into contact with the freedom of Paul,
whereas the Gospel of Matthew, written for the church
at Jerusalem, presents the antithesis of this point of
view. Luke, in synthesizing the two, does not include
this statement. According to him, it is not that this
statement did not come from Jesus; rather it is probable
that it did but it was only through the light of Paul’s
eyes and Mark’s pen that it was transmitted, for the
Jerusalem church did not fully appreciate "the reform-
atory opposition of Jesus to Judaism," (2)
As we follow Jesus through his early Galilean min-
istry we find the rellgioi-is leaders beginning to defy
his work openly and attacking him as a messenger of
Satan, (3) clearly reflecting the religious conceptions
of the age. One particularly fine test that Jesus puts
to the motive of any action and the individual respon-
sible for both is the "orchard test", (4) It is still
(1) II Cor. 3:17
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also Mk. 1: l6 and Gal, 4: 4; 3: 26
(3) Mt. 12:22-45; Mk. 3:22-30; Lk. 11:14-32
(4) Prof. Lowstuter, Mt, 12:33; Lk. 6:43,44
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quite early in Jesus ^ ministry, yet we can see that he
is not compromising with evil, but is holding fast to
the principles upon which he decided at his temptation.
While the gospelists are writing these narratives
of Jesus’ early activities, they insist upon including
items which show that he is aware of his destiny at this
stapre of his career. ’When he is challenged by his oppo-
nents to show a sign, he refuses to show any sign but
that of Jonah, (1) The only sign which Jonah gave the
people of Ninevah was his preaching. (2) Matthew, how-
ever, adds the editorial comment that Jesus was refering
to the length of time which he was to remain dead. He
compares it with the three days that Jonah resided in
the belly of the whale. (3)
TRAINING OF We next see Jesus as he instructs his
DISCIPLES
yoimg followers previous to sending them out
on their first mission. (4) Matthew, as usual, compiles
a great block of material which Jesus mutt: have given at
many different times, but perhaps on similar occasions.
Jesus has been instructing these twelve in the preaching
of the Kingdom and sends them out to practice. Their
instructions at this time are not to be used universally,
blit are situational instructions which Jesus gives them
on their first attempt.
(1) Mt. 12:38-40; Lk. 11:30-31
(2) Jonah 3:1-4
(3) Jonah 1:17
(4) Mt. 9:36-11:1; Mk. 6:7-17; Lk. 9:1-6
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Harnack mentions the fact that the nn.mben ’twelve’
of the disciples has been questioned, as an addition
made by the New Testam.ent Church, because of its apoca-
lyntic sif^nificance . He makes it clear that he believes
there is no ground for criticism in the m.ere fact that
Jesus had twelve intimates. (1)
In this long compilation in Matthew, there are
very evident contradictions. In one place he says "Go
not into any way of the Gentiles, and enter not into
any city of the Samaritans: but rather go to the lost
sheep of the house of Israel." (2) In another, it is
renorted, "Before governors and kings shall ye be
brought for my sake, for a testimony to them and to the
Gentiles." (3) There are two possible reasons for the
inclusion of these contradictions. They are either
situational instructions, given on different occasions,
or the latter was an addition. Bundy feels that such
expressions as "for my sake" are talismen by which we
may solve the problem by attributing it to the influence
of the early Christian commimity.
"Such expressions as ’for my sake’, ’for the gospel’s
sake’, ’for my name’s sake’, ’because of me’, ’because
ye are Christ’s’ are projections of the early Christian
piety into the religious experience of Jesus. They
(1) Cf, Harnack, The Origin of the New Testsiment, p. 44, note
(2) Mt, 10:5,6
(3) Mt. lo:18
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spring; from a Christocentric faith that looks to him as
the relie:ious object. They constitute the religious
reference to the Christian consciousness and are the
incentives and impulses for suffering and sacrifice .
" ( 1)
Harnack, on the other hand, believes that criticism
is going to the extreme when it attributes a section to
the influence of the early Christian church merely Be-
cause a forecast that Jesus made actually happened. (2)
Inasmuch as this contradiction can be explained so
easily by Matthew's insistence on compilation, it seems
tlnnecessary to look to the New Testament Church for
further influence.
D'PIATH OF JOHN When the news of the death of John
THE BAPTIST
the Baptist is brought to Jesus, he is
very much affected. (3) He may realize for the first
time the possible consequences of his ow fearlessness.
He is reported to have withdrawn when he heard of the
event. (4) It may be that he again goes to a period of
prayer, trying to ascertain whether his course is the
one most in harmony with the will of God. This, of
course, is modern interpretation, and could not be. in-
cluded by the New Testament writers, since -they believed
him to be aware of his ultimate destiny from the outset.
These omissions, as well as the inclusions, are a part
(1) Bundy, op. cit.. p.118
(2) Harnack, op. cit
. ,
p.45
(3) Mt, 14:1-12; Mk. 6:14-29; Lk.
(4) Mk. 6:30,31
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of the influence of the New Testament Church on the
Synoptic Gospels.
With Mark as a source, the gosnelists next tell of
two miracles performed upon nature. In the first place,
Jesus increases a small amoulit of food until it feeds
five thousand until they are filled, and there is more
left than there was in the beginning. (1) This, a miracle
to the gospelists, is an impossibility to us. Our expla-
nation is that Jesus influenced some of them to be more
generous by sharing what they had with others who had
none. Such an act would have been more moral and would
have had more value than a miracle such as the one rela-
ted. The truth of our interpretation is a matter of
speculation. At least, the explanation given, although
sufficient for the church of the first century, is pure
fiction from our point of view. The second relates the
story of Jesus walking on the water, and Peter’s attempt,
failure and success with the help of Jesus, (2) Again,
this is interpreted as a misty day, an illusion or
merely an exaggeration. No satisfactory explanation is
offered, yet, as told by the writers, it is impossible.
Again, it may be the New Testament Church explaining
events in terms of miracles.
(1) Mt, 14:13-23a; Mk, 6:32-46; Lk. 9:10b-17
(2) MUr, 14:23b-33; Mk, 6:47-52
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LATER GALILEAN After Jesus’ last withdrawal for
MINISTRY
prayer, his decision is evident from the
events that follow immediately. The Pharisees now demand
that he conform with the conventions of the day. He now
meets their demands with personal attacks rather than a
defense of himself. The first attack is concerning
traditions about defilement, (1) At the outset, Mark
explains the traditions of the elders for his Roman
readers, (2) whereas Matthew passes over this explanation
as wholly unnecessary. The disciples had evidently over-
looked a minor ceremony, belonging to the unwritten trad-
ition of the elders in a place where he was keen enough
to see that it was utterly opposed to the Law of Moses,
His remarks are very bitter and are of a type that
cannot be answered even though they offend deeply. The
event is ver^ critical for Jesus, and this is realized
by his discinles whom he tells to "let them alone: they
are blind guides. And if the blind guide the blind,
both shall fall into the pit," (3) As a result of this
incident, he is forced to withdraw into the North
country, (4)
7/ithin this narrative, the following verses appear:
"And when he was entered into the house from the multi-
tude, his disciples asked of him the parable. And he
(1) Mt. 15:1-20; Mk. 7:1-23
(2) Mk. 7:2-4
(3) Mt. 15:14
(4) Mt. 15:1; Mk. 7:24
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saith unto them. Are ye so without understanding also?
Perceive ye not, that whatsoever from without goeth into
the man, it cannot defile him; because it goeth not into
his heart, but into his belly, and goeth out into the
draught?" (1) After this parable, Mark adds the wrong
internretation for his Gentile readers, saying "This he
said, making all meats clean." (2)
CAESAREA After some time in the North country, we
PHILIPPI
find Jesus at Caesarea Philippi. (3) He was
evidently aware of the fact that his disciples were now
thinking of him as the Messiah. It would have been
quite easy for him to have overheard them in their con-
versation - Peter probably was not very secretive. Per-
haps, Jesus had become aware of their opinion of him a
short time before.
In bringing up this question Jesus had one motive;
Peter and the disciples, another. Jesus wished to pre-
pare these men for the kind of Messiahship which he felt
to be in harmony with God and to be necessary for him.
The discinles wished to strengthen his belief in himself
and to encourage him to declare himself. Thus, when
Jesus asked them the question, both were ready, and
Peter’s explosion is characteristic. "Thou - the Messiahl"
This confession had a great value for both parties.
(1) Mk. 7:17-19
(2) Cf. I Cor. 8:1-11:1
(3) Mt. 16:13-20; Mk. 8:27-30; Lk. 9:18-21

It now gave Jesus an opportunit''^ to prepare these hope-
ful, ambitious men for his career of humbleness and
possible matyrdom and made it possible for them to re-
ceive this sort of teaching. How little these men real-
ized what a short time this leader of theirs would be
with themi How little prepared they were for the future
in store for both him and themselves I
This was a criticayuoint in the life of Jesus and
his discinles. How fortunate it is that he was farsighted
enough to realize the implications of his course of action!
^Nh&t a great deal of work he must have done after this to
have prepared them for the kind of Messiahship that he
would follow!
Within the account of this event, we find fabrics
of the influence of the church. Matthew’s account is
the most creedal in this resoect and is filled with
influences which mav have grown out of the life of the
community after the death of Jesus. He even makes Jesus
first Question take the form of a creed, "Who do men say
that the Son of man is?" or "Who do men say that I, the
Son of man, am?" (1) Jesus would certainly not answer
his question as he asked it. Mark’s rendition seems
much more likely, "'Nho do men say that I amj" (2) After
the discinles tell him that he has been taken for John
(1) Mt. 16:13
(8) Mk. 8:27
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the Baptist, Elijah and Jeremiah, Jesus asks them who
they think that he is. We indicated above what we
believe the most likely reply of Peter. Matthew seems
to be desirous of incorporating the words of some creed
or doctrine within the reply which is given by the leader
of the discinles. "Thou art the Christ, the Son of the
living God." (1)
After this confession ofi the part of Peter, Matthew
interpolates a section which is not included by either
of the other S^optists. (2) Within this section, Jesus
is reported to have commended Peter on his deep insight
and to have promised to build the Church upon him. Also,
Peter shall have unusual powers both in heaven and earth.
Stevens, while admitting the possibility of the spurious-
ness of these passages, goes to great length showing
that the word "ecclesia" is a community or congregation
rather -t-han an organized church. (3) Concerning the
passage he says, "The fact that striking sayings are
found ih Matthew alone is regarded by some as casting
suspicion on their genuineness. No positive evidence,
however, has been adduced against them, and while we
cannot explain their absence from the other gospels, we
have to remember that both the first and third evangel-
ists used sources not available to the others." (4)
(1) Mt. 16:16
(2) Mt. 16:17-19
(3) Stevens, op. cit., p.l50 ff.
(4) ibid., p.152
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Admitting the truth in what this author says, it still
seems that there are a few questions which he fails to
recognize, I'his passage, which gives unusual authority
to Peter is not mentioned in the Gosnel of Mark, which
v/as written hy a man who was interested in Peter partic-
ularly. It does not seem that, if this story be true,
he would never have heard of it; or if he had heard it,
that he would not have told it. What difference does
it make whether "ecclesia” refers to an organized church
or a body of believers'^ The latter meaning would reflect,
even more than the former, the nrobability of its being
a contribution of the New Testament Church, which was
more nrobably a body of believers.
It is noteworthy that, even as this reference appears
only in Matthew, so does the only other reference to
"ecclesia" or "church". (1) It would seem likely that
these references to the church, made by Matthew, must
come from some tradition which was current around the
church at Jerusalem, but which was foreign to either
the truth, or Peter’s knowledge. Peter was never a
very modest individT-al and we cannot account for his
keening this fact a secret.
In both these nassages, reference is made to bind-
ing and loosing in heaven and earth. This has been
(1) Mt. 18:17
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interpreted as forgiveness of sins. Harnack says con-
cerning its origin, "it is not our business to here
investigate whether the commission to the Twelve to
forgive sins, to ’bind or loose’ is to be traced to
Jesus himself, or whether the story was first conceived
at a later date, But^t is certain that, just as the
unhistorical command to go forth into all the world (1)
belongs to the tradition that had taken form in Palestine,
so also the conception of the aoostles as being dispen-
sers of the forgiving nower of the ’Spirit’ has the same
place of origin." (2) This seems to me to be one of the
clearest instances in the Synoptics where the influence
of a doctrine of the early church was the foundation of
an account or story in the gospels.
As a final consideration of this commission, let us
note that Jesus says "My church", (3) whereas his desig-
nation of the kingdom., which has been his principal inter-
est, has always been the "Kingdom of G-od "
,
or the King-
dom of Heaven "
«
All three synoptists agree that Jesus requested
that they 'tell no man that he was the Christ", (4) but
goes on to foretell the events which will subsequently
happen to Jerusalem. (5) There is little doubt that
Jesus wanted his disciples to understand the kind of
(I) Mt. 28:19
(2) Harnack, op. cit
.
, p . 46
,
note
(3) Mt. 16 : 18
(4) Mt. 16:20; Mk . 8: 30; Lk. 9:21
(5) M^r. 16:21-23; Mk. 8:31-32>; Lk
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messlahship that he was to adopt. He had decided to go
to Jerusalem and he realized that such a course of action
was fraught with danger. He was, even now, in a kind of
exile. He wished his disciples to understand this, but
that he foretold the exact course of events threatens
our credulity. As Dr, Klausner points out, "to say that
he told his rlisclples that ’he would be killed and after
three days rise again’ is to go beyond the bounds of
probability. Some Christian scholars hold that ’after
three days’ signifies ’after a short time', following
the scriptural verse. '^He shall revive us after two
days, and on the third day he shall raise up and we
shall live before him.’ (Hosea 6:2) But the gospels
nowhere quote such a passage in explanation of this
’prophecy’; and, again, it would be a coincidence,
amounting to a miracle, had he spoken of his death and
revival after three days on the basis of scripture, and
then been actually killed, and, after three da^rs, been
found, by his disciples, to have risen again." (1)
It does seem peculiar that ifl Jesus had foretold
this so exactly, the disciples should be surprised at
its hapr)‘=^ninfr
,
although it is true that none of the
disciples wanted to believe it.
(1) Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 301
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THE TRANSFIGTtratION After the confession at Caesarea
Phllipni, we find the account that has been called the
Transfiguration. (1) An interpretation of this event is
easy, but it is built upon an attempt to take away the
fabric woven about it by the authors of the Synoptics.
As Gilbert points out, "it is difficult to ground the
event in history," Yet he says, "it is not difficult to
comprehend it as an. attempt - parallel to Luke 24 - to
ground the death of Jesus in the Scriptures," How could
this have be^n done, in the latter part of the first
century, more vividly than by summoning Moses and Elijah -
representatives of the Law and the Prophets - and by
letting them talk with Jesus of his approaching death in
Jerusalem? And how could the doctrine of the Messiah’s
death so satisfactorily be attested for as by a direct
voice from, the sky command-ing the disciples to hear
Jesus, where the context seems to refer in particular
to hearing what he says on the subject? We must not
forget that the death of Jesus was for the Jevfs the
great ’stumbling-block’ (1) in the way of accepting him
as the Messiah, Hence the insistence of the early
Church upon the scripturalness of the doctrine, and the
desire to find it enunciated by Jesus. ( 2-):-
It seems to me that this was the probable origin
(1) e.g. I Cor. 1:23
(2) cf. Gilbert, Jesus, p.262 ff.
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of the Transfiguration story, as it is told in the Syn-
optics, The historical kernal mey be found in the prayer
experience of Jesus and instructions following this
nrayer concerning the danger of the future; not that he
fo-^etold his death, but that he gave them to understand
that his present course of action might well lead to
that end.
Matthew tells the stor-^, after the Transfiguration,
of a problem that confronts Jesus and Peter of paying a
tribute or tem.ple tax. (1) Jesus is reoorted to have
instructed Peter to ^o to sea, cast in his hook and to
have promu' sed that he would catch a fish in whose mouth
he would find a shekel.
This stor-^, literally, is so much opposed to the
entire snirit of Jesus that we may relegate it to the
unt-^ue. It is very possible, however, that it flras orig-
inally merely the picturesoue oriental: v/ay of saying that
Jesus advised Peter to get a catch of fish and sell them
3n order to get enoughtto pay his temple tax. By the
time the story has been transmitted to the author of
Matthew it has grown until it was merely another of
Jesus’ miracles. This story was evidently neither in
Mark nor in Q, since neither Mark nor Luke records it.
Not only is it contrary to the spirit of Jesus, but it
(1) Mt. 17:24-27
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is absoliitely contrary to the principles laid down by
Jesus in the Wilderness when he refused to feed himself
through resorting to miracles, Gilbert says of this
legend that the difference between it and the ordinary
mighty works of Jesus "is the difference between reason
and unreason, between a sane moral reason and an arbit-
rary unmoral, if not imm.oral one." (1)
TRIIl/IPHAL Jesus begins his last week in Jerisalem
ENTRY
by adopting an entrance which all would recog-
nise as a declaration of his messiahship. (2) He does
not appear to us to be a man v/ho is inviting death.
He is carefully guarding his plans so that he will not
be waylaid unnecesarily
. He enters the city on an ass,
as it had been predicted in the scriptures. (3) Perhaps
he believed that here in Jerusalem, at this solumn feast
day, he might convince, not only the people, but the
leaders that he was preaching the essential will of God,
and that the Kingdom of Heaven was at hand.
Besides demonstrating that he w^as the Messiah,
Jesus wanted people to understand clearly the kind of
Messiah he was. He had evidently heard that people
were thinking of him as the Messiah; now he says, in
this public demonstration, "You are right, I am the
Messiah, and this is the kind of Messiah that I am."
(1) Gilbert, op. cit., p,263
(2) Mir. 21:1-11; Mk. 11:1-11; Lk. 19:24-44
(3) Isa. 62:11; Zech, 9:9
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Jesus, realizing the danger, left the city of
Jerusalem every evening and went to the town of Bethany.
Had all the neonle in Jerusalem known of him and been
in harmony with his urogram
,
there would have been no
need of this proceedure . Then those who had followed
him into Jerusalem would be dissappointed in the kind
of Messiahship which he proposed, for he did not go to
the Temple and declare him.se If King as they might have
expected.
CLEANSING On the next day, Jesus did enter the
THE TEMPLE
Temple and the practices which were going on
there were so revolting to him, who loved the Temple
and all it stood for, that he at once denounced those
practices. (1) Within the outer court of the Temple,
money changers and merchants carried on their businesses.
The money changers were there to supply the people with
the temnle currency which was the only form of currency
acceptable for the temple tax. The m.erchants were selling
animals for sacrifice within the Temple ai-ea. These
were inspected by the Levites who could declare any but
those bought within the Temnle courts unfit for sacrifice.
This was an utterly degrading business and must have
caused ill feeling among the pilgrims who journeyed to
Jerusalem for the feast. When Jesus condemned the
(1) Mt. 21:12-17; Mk. 11:15-19; Lk. 19:45-48

practice and cast them out, he could easily have had
much he Id from, those v/ho were present. Certainly the
crowds would anprove of an action of this kind and just
as certainly the authorities would not want it advertised.
By doing this daring thing against the temple officers,
Jesus signed his death warrant.
PLOT OF THE After this incident, it was merely a
ATTTFORTTIES
matter of time before the Jewish authorities
would find some charge by which they co’-'ld do away with
this m.an who challenged their authority and threatened
not only the tenets of their religion but their liveli-
hood, His keen thinking and cleverness of reply in meet-
ing these attacks are a fine commentary on the mind of
the man who is the object of the religion of the early
Christian church. They question him concerning the
source of his authority and he eludes their trap by
implying that his authority is from, the same source as
that of John the Baptist. (1) They question him concer-
ning the legality of givinp: tribute to Caesar and he
suggests that it is ethical to pay taxes and give tri-
bute to the nation that furnishes them a livelihood, as
well as to God who furnishes them with life, (2) Reali-
zing the danger oC letting this man remain free, the
authorities hasten the time when he shall be arrested and
(1) Mt. 21:25-27; Mk. 11:27-33; Lk. 20:1-8
(2) Mt, 22:15-40; Mk. 12:13-17; Lk. 20:20-26
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charpre'3 with somethlnn; that will merit a death penalty.
B'RITRAYAL Onr next -Dictnre in the life of Jesus is
the plot of betrayal, (1) Jesus has succeeded in keeping
his schedule so secret that the authorities had difficulty
in coming unon him when he was not with a large crowd.
They anneal to one of his number who succumbs to a bribe
and promises to disclose to them his whereabouts at some
time convenient for an arrest.
LAST STTPPBR Jesus and his disciples meet in a room
to observe their last feast together, (2) Jesus realizes
that it will not be long before his freedom will be a
thing of the nast. His arrangements for the feast were
secret and his final arrangements are made only by two
of his men, his most trusted followers, Peter and John, (3)
During this feast, which is exhausted bv only a few
verses in the Synoptics, Jes)is must have done a great
deal, for it became first a memorial and then a ceremony
in the Christian church. In the account of this supper,
we find that one of the v/r iters misunderstands it, in our
oninion. Matthew sa-^rs that Jesus called the wine a
symbol of "my blood of the covenant which is shed for
m.any unto remission of sins". (4) If Jesus was reviewing
his work and making them understand the purpose which he
had in mind, then Matthew missed the point. This sacri-
(1) Mt. 26:1-16; Mk. 14:1-11; Lk. 22:1-6
(2) Mt. 26:17-29; Mk. 14:12-25; Lk. 22:7-30
(3) Lk. 22:8
(4) Mt. 26:28
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ficial idea is built upon the hypothesis that God was
not always good and that his attitude changed toward
men because of Jesus' death. This does not seem to us
to be the message of Jesus,
"His great gift was not to make God good - but to
show that He is good; not God loves us because Jesus
died for us - but Jesus died for us because God loves
us/" (1)
We feel that the significance of this meal is expres-
sed better in the idea of "communion" or fellowship, thain
in any idea of sacrifice to God, (2) This interpretation
was, of course, the result of the thought of the New
Testament Church, which is very difficult to understand
at this point, since Matthew is the product of the
Jerusalem church (3) and we know so little about that
church.
GETHSEMANE After the supper th the disciples, they
leave for the mount of Olives, on their way back to
Bethany, for the night. Judas has previously left the
group and has informed the authorities that Jesus will
be found somewhere along the route. In Gethsemane, Jesus
prays. He is aware that danger is quite near. After
his pra'^T-er, he knows that there can be no revision in
his attitude and the soldiers are sighted who arrest
(1) Lowstuter, Lectures on Synoptic Gospels: Life of
Jesus, Boston University, 1932,33
(2) Cf. John 5,6
(3) In ODoosition to Streeter
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Jesus. (1) The kiss of Judas is a dramatic point which
the p;osDelists emphasize. The betrayal occured previous-
ly. All three S^moptists tell of Peter’s angry stroke
at the guard that results in a detached ear, (2)but only
Luke makes the addition of Jesus’ healing it.
CRUCIFIXION The desire on the part of the Synoptists
to make the last supper take place on the day of the
Passover Feast in order to carry out the svmbolism of
Jesus sacrifice has greatlv influenced the facts concer-
ning the crucifixion. The question of the date does
not concern us particularly. Let us notice, however, that
according to the accounts of the arrest, trial and cru-
cifixion, laws were broken for which there seems to be
no adequate justification. According to our accounts
Jesus was either condemned on the day of his trial or
crucified on tte day of his condem.nation. According to
Matthew and Mark, the Sanhedrin held a session that same
night. This was illegal, since capital offenses could
only be tried during the day. (3) Luke does not mention
a night meeting. Then, the officials would not have
conducted any trial on the night of the Passover, or on
the next day, which was the feast of unleaven bread.
The purrose of these mistakes may have been to offer an
aoologetic for the ceremony of the Lord’s Supper, which
(1) Mt. 26:36-56
;
Mk. 14:32-52; Lk. 22:39-53
(2) Mt. 26:51; Mk,. 14;:47; Lk. 22:49--51
(3) Cf. Klausner
,
op
.
cit
.
,
p,340
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was the prlnciDal rite of the New Testament Church. (1)
The charp:e which was preferred against Jesus (2) to
wa-^T^ent his arrest and condemnation by the Jewish autho-
rities was blasphemy, and by the Roman authorities,
treason. The meeting before the Sanherden was not to
condemn Jesus; they had done that already, but to form-
ulate a bill to be presented to the Roman authorities.
The charges are found in Luke 23:2, namely: "a man,
perverting our nation, and forbidding to give tribute to
Caesar, and saving that he himself is Christ a king."
Although Pilate tries to dodge the issue, he is finally
forced to condemn Jesus, after it is made a political
issue
.
In the crucifixion, we can find little that has
been tampered with bv the New Testament Church. Matthew
does introduce the miraculous, in order to includ^he
saints in heaven. At the time that Jesus died, he
reports, "and behold, the veil of the temple was rent in
twain from top to bottom; and the earth did auake; and
the rocks were rent; and the tombs were opened; and many
bodies of the saints that had fallen asleep were raised;
and coming forth out of the tombs after his resurrection
they entered into the holy city and appeared unto many. "(3)
The object of this insertion is undoubtedly to show that
(1) Cf, I Cor. 11:20-29
(2) Lk. 23:1
(3) Mt. 27:51-53

God took a hand in the events, and gave a universality
to the religion of Judaism by the crucifixion.
RESITRRECTIOTT In a discussion of the resurrection, it
is well to keen in mind that there are two items in the
storv that m.ay be independent of one another. It is
true that if there is any one item which was central in
the thinking of the STmontists
,
if there is any one
belief that was central in the early church, it is the
fact of Jesus’ resurrection. In the synontic story there
is great disagreement in detail. They are all agreed,
however, on the absolute fact of the event. "Jesus is
risen" was on the lips of every earl''’- Christian. The
Lord’s dav was the commemoration of that event.
Gilbert noints ont the difference in the details
of the resurrection sto^^y. He says, "Matthew’s na'^rative,
which is a trifle shorter than Mark’s, agrees with it in
five points and differs with it in seventeen. Luke’s
narrative, which is longer than Mark’s, agrees with it
in six noints, and differs with it in ten or eleven.
The difference between Luke’s narrative and that of
Matthew is a little erreater than the difference between
it and Mark, there being some four I'oints of agreement
and some fourteen of disagreement. Thus the stories
of this incident reveal a m.easure of disagreement which
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is without parallel in the story of any part of iyhe
public ministry of Jesus," (1)
In these stories, the two items to be considered
are the open prrave and the resurrection. The latter
does not depend upor the former. The open grave, though
an influence demanded by the early church, does not
precliide the truth of the resur-i^ection. Realizing this,
there is still no theory that is wholly satisfactory in
explaining the resurrection.
The fact of the Resurrection could not have been
fabricated. The earl-^ djscjples would never have built
their lii^'es on a conscious fabrication. Yet they might
well have supported a truth with an apology in odder to
convince others of the fact. The open grave would be
followed logically bv a Jesus very similar to the one
thev had known in the flesh, yet, even though the accounts
do differ, they allaagree on the fact that Jesus was not
bound by the confines of time and space after the resur-
rection. He entered th'^ough locked doors, he appeared
without being observed, or recognized. Most of the time
they had no idea whe^^e he was. This means that the
disciples did not think of Jesus within the confines of
a phvsical body, even thouf^h Luke did make Jesus eat
fish. (2) The New Testam.ent Church may have demanded
(1) Gilbert, op. cit.,
(2) Lk. 24:33-46
pp. 281,282
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that Jesus be really seen to be recop,nized in an ear^ithly
body. The inclusion of this detail is unfortunate, for
this phase of the resurrection is difficult to substan-
tiate. This was not its meaninp to the early disciples.
Neither they nor Paul thoupht of the Resurrected Jesus
as a physical entity. Their faith was built upon a
spiritual union which makes another sort of resurrection
necessary. (1)
Thus we have seen somethinp of the influence of
the New Testament Church on the Synoptic stories of
the life of Jesus. Because of that influence, our
stroies are, in parts, so chanped that we have some
difficulty In determinlnp the historical act. In other
places, it is comparatively simple to remove the influence
and see the historical act in Jesus’s life. We know
that Jesus lived and worked and exerted preat influence
upon those with whom he came in contact. We believe
that his life was in harmony with his teachings.
In the time that intervened between the death of
Jesus and the writing of the gospels, it is natural to
expect that we would find sayings and anecdotes of Jesus
which have very little foundation. Although v/e must
allow for this hearsay element, the wonder is that there
is so little present in the gospels. Let us, then
(1) Cf. I Cor. 15
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examine these teacjilnes in the liP:ht of the influence
which the New Testament church had upon them.
THE TEACHINGS A studv of the teachine:s of Jesus
r)F"'JE'STTs
accordinp; to the chronology of his life
would be as fruitless as it is impossible. Our best
method is to consider the teachings under a group of
topics. The first of these will be the theme of his
endeavors, that hope of Judaism which first inspired
Jesus to begin both his ministrv and that high ideal
which led him to the Cross, The major emphasis of Jesus
was the Kingdom of God, or the Kingdom of Heaven. These
terms are used interchangeably in the Synoptics.
THE KINGDOM To understand this concentlon, it
OF GOD.
is necessary to realize that the idea is a
Jewish one which had grown through the years. Bosworth
says, "The Jewish idea of the Kingdom of God, a Jewish
world empire, was the mould in which this unique experi-
ence was naturally cast. The idea of a cataclysmic end
of the present age was a feature of this mould and this
idea Jesus accepted. He had, however, such profound
experience of these religious and ethical realities that,
as his consciousness of his unique Messiahship developed,
he finally felt himself to be carrying the Kingdom with
him as an unostentatious present fact as well as a future
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cataclysmic excectation . " (1)
Concernine: this cataclysmic apocalypticism of Jesus,
there is a f?:reat variety of opinion am.ong scholars as
to its relative place in the thinking of Jesus. To
Bosworth, this expectation is merely a part of Jesus’
Messianic consciousness. On the other hand, there is a
modern school which places this emohasis first in the
mind ofmjesus. Albert Schweitzer is the leader of this
group. He says, "The act of the self-consciousness of
Jesus by which he recognizes Himself in His earthly
existence as the future Messiah is the act in which
eschatology supremely affirms itself. At the same time,
since it brings spiritually, that which is to come,
into the unaltered nresent, into the existing era, it
is the end of eschatology. . . .The Messianic secret of
Jesus is the basis of Christianity, since it onvolves
the de-nationalising and the sniritualising of Jewish
eschatology,
"
( 2)
It is possible that Schweitzer here over-emphaiszes
a detail of Jesus' teaching concerning the Kingdom, to
the exclusion of many others. It may be that the main
emphasis in his arg^’ment is merely an interpretation
given by the early church. It is significant that even
this church, which certainly did expect the Parousia
(1) Bosworth, Life and Teachings of Jesus, p/ 253
(2) Schweitzer^ op. cit., p. 2B3
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very soon, never reles:ated the ethics of Jesus to a
place secondary to his apocalyptic teachings. In the
oldest Christian document that has been preserved for
us, Paul’s first letter to the Thessalonians
,
a document
which was written to answer questions concerning the
Parousia, Paul emnhatically points out that morality is
the first consideration of the Christian community, and
that brotherly love is its essential foundation. (1)
The idea of apocalypticism, in tbe tim.e of Jesus
had no set form. Each writing, although it followed a
set form in literary technique, was an independant
unity in its thoughts and methods. Likewise, tbe ideas
of the Kingdom had no hard and fast rules. Bosworth
feels that there mav be a fe?; ideas of it which we may
start with. "Perhaps all classes, even the m.ost pious,
agreed in thinking of the Kingdom of God as (1) a polit-
ical organization, (2) a strictly Jewish institution, and
(3) as designed to give execution to the Mosaic law.
The Messiah was the royal personage under whom, these
anticipations could be realized." (2)
In contrast to thi s popular conception of the
Kingdom of God, Jesus laid down some rules concerning the
Kingdom which were in violent opposition to it. Parti-
cipation in the Kingdom, for him, is a spiritual thing.
(1) I Thess. 4:1, 7, 9 ff.
(2) Bosworth, Studies in the Teachings of Jesus and
his Auostles, p.2
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Perhaps the best example of this is to be found in the
Beatitudes, (1) Certainly, no excerpt from his teachings
can be more true to Jesus than these cualifications
which he sets up for the citizenry of the Kingdom. It
is one of the recorded teachings which cannot have felt
the influence of the church, for it is an innovation in
the Jewish conception of the Kingdom.
When Jesus began to preach, his subject was "Repent
ye; for the Kingdom of heaven is at hahd," (2) His pur-
pose is to get individuals to join him in bringing in
the Kingdom and to secure a place in it for themselves.
Those who wish to enter must understand clearly that it
is built upon an ethical foundation. "For I say unto
you, that except your righteousness shall exceed the
righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in
no wise enter into the kingdom of heaven." (3) His
first prayer to God is "thy Kingdom come" (4) and his
first exhortation to men is "but seek ye first the King-
dom and his righteousness." (5) Throughout his ministry
he preached the "gospel of the Kingdom." (6)
We know that Jesus’ disciples misunderstoof his
teachings concerning the Kingdom, In part, just as they
did his inte-^pretation of his place in it as the Messiah.
W^annot help but think, however, that the teachings of
(1) Mt. 5:3-12 (5) Mt. 6:33
(2) Mt. 4:17 (6) Mt. 9:36
f») Mt. 5:20
(4) Mt
.
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Jesus concerninp!: the Kingdom have been very well pre-
served for us in our records.
Concerning the nationality of the membership of
the Kingdom, we have two possible Interpretations of
the things Jesus said. The statements in the Gospel of
Matthew contradict each other. On the one hand he says
"l v/as not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of
Israel,” (1) and ”Go not into the way of Gentiles, and
enter not into any city of the Samaritans; but go rather
to the lost sheep of the house of Israel." (2) On the
other hand, he says, "before governors and kings shall
ye be brought for my sake, for a testimony to them and
to the Gentiles." (3)
It is Dossible that both these instructions were
given for narticular situations, the form.er early in
his career, and the latter when he came to realize that
there were many members of the Jewish race who would
never accept his interpretation of the -Kingdom. We may
also believe that these Instructions concerning the
Gentiles are anachronism.s which were written into the
t^'^adition after the founding of the new church. Con-
cerning this latter view, it seems peculiar that these
should be recorded by the gospel which comes from Jeru-
salem and renresents the most Jewish element in the
(1) Mt. 15:24
(2) Mt. 10:5,6
tl5) Mt. 10:18; cf. also Mt . 8:5-13; 15:28; 13:38
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early Christian church. It seems more probable that
Jesus own view of his mission developed as he preached,
and that his statement concerning the Roman centurian,
"Verily I say unto you, I have not fo’md so great faith,
no, not in Israel" (1) portrays the beginning of the
realization of the universal poss-’bilities of his gos-
pel of the Itingdom,
Jesus offered two conditions of entrance into the
Kingdom of God. The first of these was repentance. As
he preached, he made it clear that some form of repen-
tance was necessary. "Repent ve
,
for the Kingdom of
Heaven is at hand." (2) What Jesus meant by repentance
it is imnossible to say unless it is bound up with what
we call the second condition of entrance: a higher moral
standard and a fi^er type of conduct. Jesus was very
positive that the conduct of thbse who were to be a part
of the Kingdom should be finer than that of the religious
leaders of his day, (3) This was his teaching in oppos-
ition to the charge of the Pharisees that he was lax. (4)
He meant that those who would become a part of the King-
dom should follow the law in all its implications and
he taught them what the implications of the law were.
He claimed that he did not intend to destroy the law
bnt that h3 s nu’i'pose was to fulfill it, and to think it
(1) Mt. 8:10
(2) Mt. 4:17: cf. also Mt . 11:20; 12:41; Mk. 6:7-12;
Lk. 13:i-5; 15:7; 24:47
(3) Mt , 5:20
(4) Lk. 13:10-17
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through, to develop and mature it. To do this, it was
necessary to destroy it in uart, in order to bring it
to its highest fulfillment. This idea of fulfillment has
no idea of the apocalyptic in it,
Jesus was often accused of being fanatical because
of his high moral requirements, believing that his demands
were im.possible of achievment, but it has never been
thought that he laid down an inferior code to that which
he was fulfilling. ^ithin this teaching concerning the
demands of the law on a member of the Kingdom, we find
that the early church made a few revisions in order to
get converts. For example, Jesus’ teaching concer^ning
divorce was a radical step in the Graeco-Roman world.
Divorce was common. We do not believe that Jesus would
leave an-'^ opening for divorce, yet Matthew makes a single
exception. (1)
Within the bodv of Jesus’ teaching concerning the
Kingdom, there is a section on which some have thought
that tie have a contribution of the early Christian
church, ‘^'his is the so-called "sm.all apocalypse" of
Mark (13:1-37 and parallels). Of this section, Mcneile
says: "it is widely agreed that Mk, 13:5-27 (Mt., Lk.)
was incorporated from, or compiled out of, a Jewish-
Chrlstian apocalyptic writing which included ’doubtless
(1) Mt. 5:32
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(genuine sayinss of Jesus, and also some that reflect a
later date, when the Christians had hep:un to realize that
some delay must he expected before the Parousial," (1)
The theory concerning: this section is that it was
written by a ’’Palestinian Jewish-Christian: its incor-
poration was due to the existence of genuine eschatolo*
gical sayings which recieved a fresh accent and emphasis
at the period, and to the zest for apocalyptic ideas in
the Palestinian church of that age,” (2)
This section has been divided in various ways,
separating the two different strands in the gospel
records. Moffatt feels that it can be divided into
three sections, Mt. 13:7,8; 14-20; and 24-27. Some
also include verses 30,31.
It is our feeling that in this section verse 32,
’’But of that day or that hour knoweth no one” probably
is a good characterization of Jesus’ teaching on apoc-
alypticism. The verse is undoubtedly genuine, and should
be used as a criterion to m.easure the genuineness of
other passages,
SON OF According to the Svnoptic Oospels, Jesus
MAN
was designated by two different titles. The first,
and most common, ”Son of Man” was used as an apocalyptic
title in Daniel, (3)
(1) McNeile, New Testament Teaching in the Light of
§t^ P aul’s, p,18
(2) Moffatt, op.cit
.
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^3) Daniel 7:13ff. cf also Eze. 2:1; 3:1; 4:1; Ps.8:4
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According to Schweitzer, "the Son-of-Man problem is
both historically solvable and has been solved. The
authentic passages are those in which the expression is
used in the apocalyptic sense which goes back to Daniel. "(1)
Prom our point of view, however, we cannot adopt the
naive view of this man that every New Testament problem
can be settled by this criterion.
The term is used in the records of the early church
only once. (2) Within the synontics it is used between
thirty-five and thirty-seven times, eliminating parallels.
(3) McNeile separates them into four different usages.
A. Four which, indeoendent of the expression, are of
doubtful o^'igin. B. Three in which the title aopears
to reoresent an exoression which originally meant ’man-
kind’ or ’men'. C, Three in which it seems to be a
substitute for ’!’, with no distinctive meaning. D.
1. Refers to betrayal, sufferings, death and resurrection.
2. Pictures the heavenly Messiah in His Parousia and
Judgment. On the basis of this theory he can say, "Some
of these may not be genuine; but the only ground for
rejecting them all is the subjective reason that our
Lord could not have entertained the fantastic dreams of
apocalvpse aoplying to him.self.
"if the references A-C are omitted, it will be seen
(1) Schweitzer, op. cit., p.286
(2) Acts 7:56
(3) Of. McNeile, op. cit., p.46; also Stevens, op. cit.,
p. 81
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that he never used it earlier than St, Peter’s cohfession
of His Messiahship. " (1)
A knowledp:e as to whether this term was in current
use as a Messianic title in Jesus’ age would help us a
great deal in determining its origin and meaning. It
seems almost impossible to credit its entire invention
and \ise to the New Testament Church. As Stevens points
out, "if it was in use as a name for the Messiah when
Jesus came, its employment may have been limited and
occasional. Perhaps we may find in this fact a reason
why Jesus preferred it as his own self-designation.
The Gospels show us that he refrained from proclaiming
his Messiahship; if ’Son of Man’ was not in general use
in the sense of the ’Messiah’, it would, in this respect,
perfectly serve his puroose." (2)
• If we accent this theory concerning the use of the
term, we can readil-^ understand how the gospelists got
the impression that he used it as a Messianic title,
and set about to show the wonders and the glory of the
Son of Man, "who came to seek and to save that which is
lost." (3) In this light, its use in the Synoptics is
entirel'^ dependant unon the use nut to the term by the
New Testament Church.
(1) McNeile, on. cit., p.48
(2) Stevens, on. cit., n.84 ff,
(3) Lk. 19:10
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SON OF The term *Son of God’ is not recorded as
GOD
having been used by Jesus as a designation of
himself, unless we credit the answer he gave to the
High Priest, at his trial, as meaning that he agreed.
It has been suggested that when the High Priest said
to him, "l adjure thee by the living God, that thou tell
us whether thou art the Christ, the Son of God" (1) that
Jesus’ reply, "Thou hast said", should be interpreted,
"What do you think?" (2)
Twice God is credited with the use of this term,
once at the Bantism, (3) and at the Transfiguration, (4)
The disciples used it at moments of great stress, Peter
in his confession (5) and at the miracle where Jesus
calmed the waters. (6) A maniac called him the Son of
God on one occasion (7) and the Devil Questioned it
during the wilderness experience of Jesus. (8) It may
readily be seen from the infrequency of its use, and the
fact that all these occasions may be questiones that it
is imnrobable that the term. Son of God, was ever used
by Jesus or his disciples as a title. It may be that
the terms ’Lord’ and ’Son of God’ had approximately the
same meaning in the early church, and were used to
creedally express the idea of Messiah who was not bound
by the ties of race or tradjtion. That is, the term
(1) Mt. 26:63,4 (5) Mt. 16:16 (8) Mt. 4:3-6
(2) Lowstuter, Lectures
of Jesus, Boston
on the Synootic Gospels:
University, ^ 1932,33
Life
(3) Mt, 3:17 (6) Mt. 14:33
(4) Mt. 17:5 (7) Mt. 8:2a
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Son of God seems to carry with It the designation used
by the New Testament Churcfe in its propaganda and apol-
ogetics. It was a useful term for it helped to distin-
gT-ish both his relation to them and his peculiar relation
to ^od. He had taught them concerning the Fatherhood
of G-od and the brotherhood of man; his designation then
should be Christ, the Son of God.
Stevens says, "The roots of his being were in God,
He was the divine -human personality. He was at once
the internretation of God to man and of man to himself.
In him, the nature, will, and world-purpose of God stood
revealed. He saw the truth of God’s mind and feeling.
In him men saw the Father. He v/as God's self-expression
the translation of God in terms of humanity
"At the end of all speculation, '^n the summit of
all theological theorizing, we can do no better than to
adont the language of the early Church and to confess
CV’rist as the Son of God, the revealed Word, the bright-
ness of God's glorv and the express image of his person,
the Power of Go':^, and the Wisdom of God." (1)
FATHERHOOD One of the ftreatest contributions m.ade
OF GOD
by Christianity is the conception of God as
Father. The later trends of Judaism had laid the ground
work of this conception. Their references, hov/ever, are
(1) Stevens, on. cit., nn. 104,5.

more the idea of God as Father of a nation. Jesus
conceived of God as a Father of Ind:i viduals , "Ye shall
therefore he perfect as your Father is perfect, "(1)
This Father God was his standard for the conduct of men.
In this rep;ard, we believe that the New Testament
Church made one of its rreat contributions. We believe
that this was the foundation of Jesus’ religious and
ethical teachings. The New Testament Church felt the
importance of this enough to preach and live it, and
preserve this essential in the records of the Synoptics,
This is certainly not a contribution made by a group
who are merely awaiting the Parousia; neither is it an
afterthought of Jesus who is spending the major part of
his time preaching an anocalyotic Kingdom. It is the
basis for his thinking. It is the key stone which holds
the arch of his ethics and religion together. It is the
teaching which was nassed down, through the different
New Testament Chj-'rches, and through Paul, until it came
with the maturity of experience, to an imm.ortalization
within the Synontic gospels.
BROTHFRHOOB With Jesus teaching of the Fatherhood
OF MAN
of God, we find its necessary corollary in
the brotherhood of man. Here, again, we find the
influence of the Church not only v/holesome, but adding
(1) Mt, 5:48
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the weight and heanty of its history. When Paul writes
to the Corinthians to "take heed lest by any means this
liber*ty of yours become a stumbling blick to the weak"
he is following the teaching of Jesus when he said, "and
whosoever shall com.pel thee to go one mile, go with him
two."(l)
Thou Shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,
and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength,
and thy neighbor as thyself. (2)
Undoiibtedly many other teachings of Jesus were
never uttered or anproached by Jesus during his life.
Their origin mav never be ascertained. Certain it is,
however, that he was the insniration of them, and it
was th^ronagation of his gospel of love and life which
gave rise to them. Such an origin adds to the influence
of this man upon the lives of his followers and the
spiritual influence uoon those who had never seen him.
(1) Mt. 5:42
(2) Lk. 10:27
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SUMMARY
In attemnting to evaluate the influence of the
New Testament Church on the Synoptic Gospels, oiir first
task was a definition of the church itself. We found
that task very difficult, since the church was at that
time a series of small, individual and independent
communities. Their ore:anization and administration
were dependent upon their personel. Some held to the
relipiion of Judaism, looking upon Christianity as a sect
entirely dependent upon the laws and rites of its code.
Others were much more liberal, believing that there was
in the faith a message for all men, regardless of their
adherence to the legAlism of Judaism. It was at once
apuarent that these small scattered groups over the
Roman Empire must have borrowed from their neighbors.
This led us to an investigation of the environment of
the early church.
Within this environment, we found three major
influences. Christianity was, in the first place,
greatly indebted to the religion which gave her birth.
We found that it was impossible to over-estim.ate the
debt to Judaism. Secondly, we found that the culture
of the environment in which the new church iived was
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Greek. The influence of Greek philosophy and morality
was a very present factor in the life of the New Test-
ament Church. The third environmental influence, that
of the Roman Empire, also left its mark on the church.
Prom the mastery relipiions, Christianity at least bor-
rowed much of her doctrinal phr aseolop^y. The freedom
of relifyion which she was granted was of great value,
as was the felt need for a universal religion which
was apnarent through Rome’s temporary method of Emperor-
Worship.
From our definition of the Aoostolic Church, and
our stud-'’- of the environment, we might draw the inference
that her doctrines would be varied, according to the
environment in which a -particular church existed. We
have found that such an inference is valid after study-
ing the develonment of the beliefs and doctrines of
the New Testament Church. The growth of these beliefs
was frradual and situational. Within the development we
do not find any number of distinct lines of thought;
rather we find a few beliefs which have grown out of
different problems which confronted the church in
different environments and on different occasions.
With this as a background, we investigated the
Synoptic Gospels in the lipiht of the influence that
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the New Testament Church had had upon them. It soon
became obvious that there were some doctrines which
had not found representation in the documents of the
writers. Other beliefs had become so much a part of
the tradition that it was next to impossible to separate
the influence from the orie;inal. In such a free and
haphazard church orfranization, it is little wonder that
thn s is true.
In the entire reconstruction of events, we had
two aims in mind. We wanted to p:et to the historical
core of the event, if that were possible, in order that
we mle:ht see the Historical Jesus more cDearly. Also,
we wanted to know .iust what influence the New Testament
Church had wielded in the constructions of the most
historical iives of Jesus in existence. Concerning this
latter aim, which was the fundamental purpose of the
study, we have concluded that the influence of the New
Testament Church on the Synoptic Gospels added conviction
to the original accounts. Unhistorical as many of them
may be, they not only added conviction to the stories
for their own day, which was the purpose of their in-
clusion, but they are examples of early Christian piety,
without which we would know little of the early faith
of our church.
c
Our study has not been fruitless. It has given us
a dearer picture of the Historical Jesus than would be
possible without subtracting the influences of the
early church and it has reconstructed for us a picture
of the New Testament Church itself, its means of evan-
gelism, its problem.s, and its faith. Through it, we have
been able to realize, better than before, that even
though Christianity added much to the original story
of the life of Jesus, and to his teachings, he was the
impetus and inspiration, as well as the object of them
all, and^through them, men v/ere able, more easily to
approach God, his, and their final objective.
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